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ALGORITHMIC RESOLUTION VIA WEIGHTED BLOWINGS UP
JONGHYUN LEE
Abstract. In this paper we describe a computer implementation of Abramovich, Temkin, and
W lodarczyk’s algorithm for resolving singularities in characteristic zero. Their “weighted resolu-
tion” algorithm proceeds by repeatedly blowing up along centers that are independent of the history
of the past blowing ups, distinguishing weighted resolution from previous resolution algorithms,
which all rely on history. We compare our implementation of weighted resolution with that of
Villamayor’s resolution algorithm, experimentally verifying that weighted resolution is remarkably
efficient.
1. Introduction
In its simplest form, a resolution of singularities of a variety X is a proper birational morphism
Y → X from some smooth variety Y . Determining the existence and construction of resolution of
singularities is one of the central problems in algebraic geometry. In his landmark paper [Hir64],
Hironaka proved that every variety over a field of characteristic zero admits a resolution of singu-
larities. Through the works of Villamayor, Bravo, Encinas, Bierstone, Milman, and W lodarczyk,
[Vil89, Vil92, BM97, EV98, BV01, BEV05, W lo05], Hironaka’s intricate, non-constructive proof
has been vastly simplified to constructive resolution algorithms. But these further developments
still rely on Hironaka’s original argument of repeatedly blowing up along centers that depend on
the cumulative history of the past blowing ups. History forces resolution algorithms to make more
and more computations when calculating the next center. Unfortunately, history is unavoidable,
that is, as long as we stay in the realm of varieties.
By moving to a bigger realm which subsumes varieties, the realm of Deligne-Mumford stacks,
we can avoid history. Replacing blowing ups by stack-theoretic weighted blowing ups, Abramovich,
Temkin, and W lodarczyk discovered a constructive resolution algorithm that drops history and
assigns a canonical center based on the input variety alone [ATW20, Theorem 1.1.1]!1 Their
“weighted resolution” algorithm is far simpler than previous resolution algorithms, and is also
remarkably efficient.
With Abramovich and Fru¨bis-Kru¨ger, the author implemented the weighted resolution algorithm
in the computer algebra system Singular [DGPS19], which will appear as the Singular library
resweighted.lib [AFL20]. The aim of this paper is to describe this computer implementation. In
Section 7, we provide the algorithm weightedResolution, which is the weighted resolution algorithm.
At the end of the paper in Section 8, we will compare the weighted resolution algorithm with
Villamayor’s resolution algorithm, which is implemented as the Singular library resolve.lib
[FP19], demonstrating by computer experiments that weighted resolution is indeed remarkably
efficient.
Developing computer implementations of constructive resolution algorithms is highly nontrivial
work. Despite the word “constructive” in the name, constructive resolution algorithms2 rely on non-
constructive existence results which are not useful for computer implementations, since computers
Date: August 6, 2020.
1A similar result was also discovered independently by McQuillan [McQ19].
2See [EV98] for the definition of “algorithm of resolution,” which is what we call constructive resolution algorithm.
Also, see [Vil92, page 630].
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need to be told explicitly what to do.3 The main challenges of implementing the weighted resolution
algorithm reside in creating explicit constructions for finding the blowing up centers and performing
the weighted blowings up.
In weighted resolution, as well as in previous resolution algorithms, determining the blowing up
center requires computing maximal contact hypersurfaces. Theoretically, maximal contact hyper-
surfaces always exist in sufficiently small neighborhoods of singularities, but the explicit computa-
tion of these neighborhoods and maximal contact hypersurfaces is one of the main challenges of im-
plementing the weighted resolution algorithm. In Section 4, we provide algorithms maximalContact
and liftMaximalContact for computing maximal contact hypersurfaces, upgrading the procedure
for maximal contact hypersurfaces given in [FP19, CoverCenter].4 Another approach for obtaining
maximal contact hypersurfaces can be found in [BS00a, BS00b].
After constructing the center, we need to compute the weighted blowing up along that center.
In general, the weighted blowings up of a variety is a Deligne-Mumford stack, which is locally the
quotient of some variety by a finite group. Thus we can cover the weighted blowings up by affine
charts equipped with finite group actions. Local descriptions of these charts and group actions are
provided in [ATW20, Section 3.4]. However, these local descriptions are non-constructive, making
the explicit computation of these charts and group actions another one of the main challenges
of implementing weighted resolution. In Section 6, we provide algorithm weightedBlowUp, which
explicitly computes these charts and group actions.
1.1. The weighted resolution algorithm. We define the weighted resolution algorithm to be
the procedure for embedded resolution of singularities given by [ATW20, Theorem 1.1.1]. See
Algorithm weightedResolution in Section 7 for the description of the implementation of the weighted
resolution algorithm. Each algorithm written in this paper is a procedure (with the same name)
in the Singular library resweighted.lib. We emphasize that the weighted resolution algorithm
would not exist without the prior works of Villamayor, Bierstone, Milman, Hironaka, and many
others. Moreover, the implementation of the weighted resolution algorithm in [AFL20] would not
exist without the prior computer implementations by Bodna´r and Schicho in [BS00a, BS00b] and
Fru¨hbis-Kru¨ger and Pfister in [FP19].
1.2. Overview of this paper. In Section 2, we run through the formalisms of Zariski-Riemann
spaces, Rees algebras, and valuative Q-ideals. These formalisms are needed in order to precisely
define the centers used in weighted resolution (which we do in the same section), allowing us
in Section 5 to describe the output of Algorithm prepareCenter, which is the data of a center,
with complete unambiguity. Furthermore, these formalisms are needed again in Section 6, where
they supply the proofs that show that Algorithm weightedBlowUp correctly outputs the charts of
weighted blowing ups.
Sections 3, 4, and 5 provide the algorithms used to find the center associated to an ideal on
a smooth variety. Section 3 provides Algorithms Diff, which computes the first derivative D≤1Y/kI
of a coherent ideal I on a smooth variety Y , and maximalOrderOfVanishing, which computes the
maximal order of vanishing of a coherent ideal on a smooth variety; Section 4 provides Algorithms
maximalContact and liftMaximalContact, which computes maximal contact hypersurfaces and their
lifts, respectively; and Section 5 provides Algorithm prepareCenter, which computes the center
associated to an ideal on a smooth variety using the previous algorithms.
Section 6 provides Algorithm weightedBlowUp, which explicitly computes the charts of weighted
blowing ups. Section 7 provides the culmination of all the algorithms in this paper, Algorithm
3For example, passing to formal completions or taking an open cover with sufficiently small open sets are common
procedures that are not constructed in constructive resolution algorithms.
4CoverCenter is a static procedure that can only be viewed in the source code of the Singular library resolve.lib
[FP19].
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weightedResolution, which explicitly computes the weighted resolution of a singular variety embed-
ded in a smooth variety.
In Section 8, we compare our computer implementation resweighted.lib [AFL20] of weighted
resolution with the Singular library resolve.lib [FP19], which implements Villamayor’s resolu-
tion algorithm. By computer experiments, we demonstrate that weighted resolution is significantly
more efficient than Villamayor’s algorithm.
There are two appendices in this paper. Appendix A establishes the correspondence between
Zariski closure and the ideal-theoretic operation of saturation. We include this as an appen-
dix due to the lack of scheme-theoretic treatment in the literature. Also, Algorithm Diff re-
lies on results proven in Appendix A. Appendix B contains Algorithms isSmoothHypersurface,
which determines whether an equation cuts a smooth hypersurface out of a smooth variety, and
smoothVarietyOrthogonalIdempotents, which computes the orthogonal idempotents on a smooth
variety. Though these two algorithms are not centrally involved in weighted resolution, we include
them as an appendix because they are needed for the main algorithms in this paper.
1.3. Acknowledgements. I am immensely grateful to Dan Abramovich and Anne Fru¨hbis-Kru¨ger
for patiently advising me through developing a computer implementation of the weighted resolution
algorithm as well as the writing of this paper.
1.4. Conventions. Let the natural numbers be N = {0, 1, 2, . . . }, and let Q>0 denote the positive
rational numbers. Since everybody seems to have their own definition of an algebraic variety, we
will state which definition we use. We follow [Liu06, Definition 2.3.47], defining a variety over a
field k to be a scheme of finite type over k.
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2. Zariski-Riemann spaces, Rees algebras, and centers
Let Y be a separated, integral variety over k, with function field K. We introduce the formalism
of Zariski-Riemann spaces, and Rees algebras, valuative Q-ideals, in order to precisely define the
centers involved in weighted resolution. We follow [Que20].
2.1. Zariski-Riemann spaces. The Zariski-Riemann space ZR(Y ) of Y is a topological space
whose points are valuation rings Rv of K which contain k and possess a center on Y . ZR(Y ) is
quasicompact and irreducible. We will refer to points of ZR(Y ) by valuations v on K rather than
their corresponding valuation rings Rv. Let πY : ZR(Y ) → Y be the continuous map sending a
valuation v to its unique center πY (v) on Y . ZR(Y ) carries a constant sheaf K, a subsheaf of
rings O with stalk Rv at v, and a sheaf of totally ordered abelian groups Γ = K
∗/O∗ such that
the induced map of stalks of the quotient map K∗ → Γ at v is the valuation v : K∗ → Γv.
5 Let
Γ+ ⊂ Γ be the subsheaf of nonnegative sections of Γ, whose stalk at v is the monoid of nonnegative
elements in the value group Γv.
2.2. Rees algebras. We say that A is a Rees algebra on Y if it is a finitely generated graded OY -
subalgebra of OY [T ].
6 This generalizes the notion of a Rees algebra of an ideal. If A = ⊕m≥0ImT
m
is a Rees algebra, let A+ = ⊕m>0ImT
m. We say that A is a nonzero Rees algebra if the irrelevant
ideal A+ is nonzero.
2.3. Valuative Q-ideals, associated Rees algebras, and idealistic exponents. Γ ⊗Z Q is
also a sheaf of totally ordered abelian groups.7 Let ΓQ+ be the subsheaf of nonnegative sections of
Γ⊗ZQ. A valuative Q-ideal is a section γ ∈ H
0(ZR(Y ),ΓQ+). Every valuative Q-ideal determines
an ideal sheaf Iγ by Iγ(U) = {f ∈ OY (U)|v(f) ≥ γv∀v ∈ π
−1
Y (U)}. Furthermore, γ determines a
graded OY -subalgebra of OY [T ] by Aγ = ⊕m≥0ImγT
m. The associated graded algebra Aγ is the
integral closure of A in OY [T, T
−1].
On the other hand, every nonzero Rees algebra A determines a valuative Q-ideal γA by γA,v =
min{ 1nv(f)|fT
n ∈ (A+)πY (v)}. A valuative Q-ideal γ is called an idealistic exponent if γ = γA for
some nonzero Rees algebraA. If γ = γA is an idealistic exponent, then the associated graded algebra
Aγ is a nonzero Rees algebra. This establishes a one-to-one correspondence between idealistic
exponents and nonzero Rees algebras integrally closed in OY [T, T
−1].
2.4. Locally representing idealistic exponents. If U ⊂ Y is open and γ is a valuative Q-ideal
on Y , we denote the restriction γU := γ|π−1
Y
(U). Given an affine open U ⊂ Y , a nonempty finite
collection fi ∈ OY (U), and ai ∈ Q>0, we write
(fa11 , . . . , f
ar
r ) := (min{ai · v(fi)})v ∈ H
0(π−1Y (U),ΓQ+)
for the naturally associated valuative Q-ideal on U .8 Note that (1) is the zero valuative Q-ideal.
For integers wi > 0, (f
1/w1
1 , . . . , f
1/wr
r ) is the idealistic exponent associated to the OU -subalgebra
of OU [T ] generated by the sections fiT
wi ’s. Conversely, let A be a nonzero Rees algebra on Y ,
with γ = γA its associated idealistic exponent, and suppose f1T
w1 , . . . , frT
wr generate A(U) as
an OY (U)-algebra. Then γU = (f
1/w1
1 , . . . , f
1/wr
r ). Thus we can represent idealistic exponents
affine-locally in the form (f
1/w1
1 , . . . , f
1/wr
r ), and any valuative Q-ideal represented locally on Y as
(f
1/w1
1 , . . . , f
1/wr
r ) is an idealistic exponent.
5See [SH18, Proposition 6.2.3]
6An OY -algebra A is a finitely generated graded OY -algebra if there is an affine covering Y = ∪Ui such that A|Ui
is the sheaf associated to a finitely generated graded OY (Ui)-algebra.
7If (A,≤) is a totally ordered abelian group, then A ⊗Z Q is also a totally ordered abelian group by the rule
x⊗ p
q
≤ x′ ⊗ p
′
q′
if q′px ≤ qp′x′ in A. Note that the canonical inclusion A →֒ A⊗Z Q is order-preserving.
8Note that π−1Y (U) = ZR(U).
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2.5. Regular parameters, centers, and reduced centers.
Definition 2.5.1 (Regular parameters). Let U = SpecA be a smooth irreducible affine variety.
We say that a nonempty subset x1, . . . , xr ∈ A are regular parameters on U if the subvariety
V (x1, . . . , xr) = SpecA/(x1, . . . , xr) is nonempty and x1, . . . , xr extend to a regular system of pa-
rameters in OU,p for every p ∈ V (x1, . . . , xr). Equivalently, V (x1, . . . , xr) is a nonempty, regular,
pure codimension r subvariety of U .
For example, x, y ∈ k[x, y, z] are regular parameters on A3k = Spec k[x, y, z].
Definition 2.5.2 (Centers and their associated reduced centers). Assume further that Y is a
smooth variety. A center on Y is a valuative Q-ideal J on Y for which there is an affine covering
Y = ∪iUi and a1, . . . , ar ∈ Q>0 such that for each i, either JUi = (1) or JUi = (x
a1
i1 , . . . , x
ar
ir ), where
xi1, . . . , xir are regular parameters on Ui. Let w1, . . . , wr be the unique positive integers such that
(ℓ/w1, . . . , ℓ/wr) = (a1, . . . , ar) for some ℓ ∈ Q. Define the reduced center J¯ associated to J to be
the valuative Q-ideal on Y such that for each i, J¯Ui = (x
1/w1
i1 , . . . , x
1/wr
ir ) if JUi = (x
a1
i1 , . . . , x
ar
ir ),
and J¯Ui = (1) if JUi = (1).
For example, (x3/5, y4/5) is a center on A3k = Spec k[x, y, z], and its associated reduced center is
(x1/4, y1/3).
2.6. Reducible varieties. If Y = ⊔iYi is the disjoint union of finitely many separated integral
varieties Yi over k, then the Zariski-Riemann space of Y is ZR(Y ) := ⊔iZR(Yi). All notions
developed for separated integral varieties naturally extend to this setting. For example, a center
on Y is given by a center on each Yi.
3. Derivatives and Orders of vanishing
Throughout this section, let k be a field. Unless stated otherwise, no assumptions are put on k.
3.1. Derivatives of ideals. Let A be a k-algebra and I ⊂ A an ideal. Define D≤nA/kI ⊂ A to be the
ideal generated by the image under the evaluation map DiffnA/k ×I → A sending (D, f) 7→ D(f),
where DiffnA/k ⊂ Homk(A,A) is the module of differential operators of order ≤ n [EGAIV, 16.8.1].
If Y is a variety over k and I ⊂ OY a coherent ideal, then define D
≤n
Y/kI ⊂ OY to be the ideal
sheaf generated by the image under the evaluation map DiffnY/k × I → OY , where Diff
n
Y/k is the
OY -module of differential operators of order ≤ n [EGAIV, 16.8.1]. The ideal D
≤n
Y/kI is coherent.
For an affine open U ⊂ Y , we have (D≤nY/kI)(U) = D
≤n
O(U)/kI(U), and for a point p ∈ Y , we have
(D≤nY/kI)p = D
≤n
OY,p/k
Ip. If Y is a smooth variety over a perfect field k, then D
≤1
Y/kI is generated
by the image under the evaluation map Derk(OY ,OY ) × I → OY sending (∇, f) 7→ ∇(f), where
Derk(OY ,OY ) is the sheaf of k-derivations from OY to itself. Moreover, if k has characteristic zero,
then the higher derivatives can be obtained iteratively by D≤nY/kI = D
≤1
Y/k(D
≤n−1
Y/k I).
In the constructive resolution literature, ∆(I) is common notation for D≤1Y/kI. For example, see
[BEV05, Definition 13.6]. In [Kol07], Kolla´r writes D(I) for D≤1Y/kI [Kol07, Definition 3.73].
3.2. Computing derivatives. After proving the following proposition and corollary, we will
provide Algorithm Diff, which explicitly computes derivatives of ideals on smooth varieties. In
[BDFPRR18], the following proposition and corollary are proven in the special case of a smooth
complete intersection over an algebraically closed field.
Proposition 3.2.1. Let A = k[x1, . . . , xN ]/(f1, . . . , fr), and suppose that SpecA is a smooth
variety of pure dimension n. Let J = ( ∂fi∂xj )ij be the Jacobian; let ROW ⊂ {1, . . . , r} and
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COL ⊂ {1, . . . , N} be increasing (N − n)-tuples; and let M = ( ∂fi∂xj )i∈ROW,j∈COL be the corre-
sponding submatrix of the Jacobian. Let h = detM ,9 and let C = (Cij)i∈ROW,j∈COL be the cofactor
matrix of M . For each j′ 6∈ COL, that is for each j′ ∈ {1, . . . , N} \ COL, define
Dj′ := h
∂
∂xj′
−
∑
i∈ROW
j∈COL
∂fi
∂xj′
Cij
∂
∂xj
Then the Dj′’s form a basis for Derk(A[h
−1], A[h−1]).
Proof. Denote df :=
∑N
ℓ=1
∂f
∂xℓ
dxℓ, so that J = [df1 · · · dfr]
T . We first observe that the submodule
(dfi)i∈ROW in ⊕
N
ℓ=1A[h
−1]dxℓ is free with basis {hdxj +
∑
j′ 6∈COL,i∈ROW Cij
∂fi
∂xj′
dxj′}j∈COL because
CTM = hI, where I is the identity matrix. Thus we have isomorphisms
ΩA[h−1]/k =
N⊕
ℓ=1
A[h−1]dxℓ
/
(df1, . . . , dfr)
=
N⊕
ℓ=1
A[h−1]dxℓ
/(
(dfi′)i′ 6∈ROW + (hdxj +
∑
j′ 6∈COL,i∈ROW Cij
∂fi
∂xj′
dxj′)j∈COL
)
=
⊕
j′ 6∈COL
A[h−1]dxj′
/
(d˜fi′)i′ 6∈ROW
where the last isomorphism substitutes dxj = −h
−1
∑
j′ 6∈COL,i∈ROW Cij
∂fi
∂xj′
dxj′ for every j ∈ COL.
The stalk (ΩA[h−1]/k)p is free of rank n for every p ∈ SpecA[h
−1], which means that the coefficients
of the d˜fi′ ’s must be contained in every prime ideal of A[h
−1]. But A[h−1] is smooth over k, in
particular reduced, hence (d˜fi′)i′ 6∈ROW = 0, and ΩA[h−1]/k = ⊕j′ 6∈COLA[h
−1]dxj′ . We are done once
we see that the derivation in Derk(A[h
−1], A[h−1]) = HomA[h−1](ΩA[h−1]/k, A[h
−1]) corresponding
to the coordinate projection on dxj′ is h
−1Dj′ . To see this, just observe the following computation:
hdf = h
∑
j′ 6∈COL
∂f
∂xj′
dxj′ + h
∑
j∈COL
∂f
∂xj
dxj
= h
∑
j′ 6∈COL
∂f
∂xj′
dxj′ −
∑
j∈COL
∑
j′ 6∈COL
∂f
∂xj
( ∑
i∈ROW
Cij
∂fi
∂xj′
)
dxj′
=
∑
j′ 6∈COL
(
h
∂f
∂xj′
−
∑
i∈ROW
j∈COL
∂fi
∂xj′
Cij
∂f
∂xj
)
dxj′
=
∑
j′ 6∈COL
Dj′(f)dxj′

Corollary 3.2.2. Let the notation be as in Proposition 3.2.1, and let I ⊂ A be an ideal generated
by the images of polynomials g1, . . . , gm ∈ k[x1, . . . , xN ]. Then the extension of the following ideal
(g1, . . . , gm) +
(
Dj′(g1), . . . ,Dj′(gm)
)
j′ 6∈COL
⊂ k[x1, . . . , xN ]
in A[h−1] is equal to D≤1
A[h−1]/k
(I).
9If M is the 0× 0 matrix, then its determinant h = detM = 1.
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Proof. By Proposition 3.2.1, Derk(A[h
−1], A[h−1]) is a free A[h−1]-module with basis {Dj′}j′ 6∈COL.
Thus Diff1A[h−1]/k is a free A[h
−1]-module with basis {idA[h−1]} ∪ {Dj′}j′ 6∈COL, where idA[h−1] is the
identity on A[h−1]. Because Dj′(
∑
i higi) =
∑
iDj′(hi)idA[h−1](gi)+hiDj′(gi), the image under the
evaluation map Diff1A[h−1]/k ×I → A[h
−1] is generated by {idA[h−1](gi),Dj′(gi)}
m
i=1,j′ 6∈COL. 
3.3. Algorithm for taking derivatives of ideals. The author learned about the algorithm
for taking derivatives of ideals from [BDFPRR18, Algorithm 2 DeltaCheck, page 16] and [FP19,
Delta]. Algorithm Diff is the same as [F07, Algorithm Delta, page 312], but we add further
explanations on both the theoretical and computational aspects involved in computing derivatives
of ideals.
Algorithm 1 Diff
Input: f1, . . . , fr, g1, . . . , gm ∈ k[x1, . . . , xN ], such that SpecA is a smooth variety over k of
pure dimension where A = k[x1, . . . , xN ]/(f1, . . . , fr). Let I ⊂ A be the ideal generated by
the images of g1, . . . , gm.
Output: An ideal in k[x1, . . . , xN ] whose extension in A equals D
≤1
A/kI.
Remark: If k has characteristic zero, then this algorithm can iteratively compute higher
derivatives by D≤rA/kI = D
≤1
A/k(D
≤r−1
A/k I). Also, this algorithm can extend to computing
derivatives of ideals on smooth varieties not of pure dimension: by using Algorithm
smoothVarietyOrthogonalIdempotents, we can compute the derivative of an ideal on each
component of a smooth variety, then glue them together using Proposition A.2.3.
1: Initialization
2: • n = dimA (so SpecA is of pure dimension n)10
3: • J = [df1 · · · dfr]
T = ( ∂fi∂xj )ij
4: • L = {N − n by N − n square submatrices of the Jacobian J}
5: • Ireturn = (1) ⊂ k[x1, . . . , xN ], so Ireturn = k[x1, . . . , xN ]
6: Because SpecA is smooth over k of pure dimension n, we have
SpecA =
⋃
M∈L
SpecA[detM−1]
7: We may replace L by a subset for which SpecA =
⋃
M∈L SpecA[detM
−1] still holds.11
8: for each M ∈ L do
9: As in the notation of Proposition 3.2.1, let
10: • h = detM ;
11: • ROW ⊂ {1, . . . , r} be the row indices and COL ⊂ {1, . . . , N} be the column indices of
the Jacobian J that its submatrix M involve;
12: • C be the cofactor matrix of M ;
13: • For every j′ 6∈ COL, Dj′ = h
∂
∂xj′
−
∑
i∈ROW
j∈COL
∂fi
∂xj′
Cij
∂
∂xj
.
14: Set
IM = (f1, . . . , fr) + (g1, . . . , gm) +
(
Dj′(g1), . . . ,Dj′(gm)
)
j′ 6∈COL
⊂ k[x1, . . . , xN ]
15: Then let Ireturn = Ireturn ∩ (IM : h
∞)
16: By Corollary 3.2.2, Proposition A.2.3, and computational remark A.3, we get that the
extension of the ideal Ireturn in A equals D
≤1
A/kI.
17: return Ireturn
10Use Singular’s procedure dim [DGPS19, 5.1.23] to compute Krull dimension.
11See Singular’s procedure lift [DGPS19, 5.1.75].
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3.4. Example for Diff. For polynomials F1, . . . , FN ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn], we have
D≤1k[x1,...,xn]/k(F1, . . . , FN ) = (
∂Fi
∂xj
)ij
by Algorithm Diff.
3.5. Order of vanishing. Let Y be a smooth variety over a field k of characteristic zero, and let
I ⊂ OY be a coherent ideal on Y . Define the order of vanishing of I at a point p ∈ Y to be
ordp I := max{r ≥ 0 | Ip ⊂ m
r
p}
Define the maximal order of vanishing of I on Y to be
max-ordY I = max-ord I := max{ordp I | p ∈ Y }
The order of vanishing of I is a function p 7→ ordp I on points p ∈ Y taking values in N ∪ {∞}.
Note that ordp I ≥ 1 iff p ∈ V (I), and that ordp I =∞ iff Ip = 0 iff I vanishes on the irreducible
component of Y containing p. Thus max-ord I < ∞ iff I does not vanish on any irreducible
component of Y . By going to the completions of the stalks of Y , we can see that the locus of
points where I vanishes to order at least b is cut out by the ideal D≤b−1Y/k I, leading us towards the
following definition.
Definition 3.5.1 (b-singular locus). Let b ∈ N. Define the b-singular locus V (I, b) to be the closed
subvariety of Y cut out by D≤b−1Y/k I.
The b-singular locus V (I, b) is precisely the locus of points where I vanishes to order at least
b, that is, p ∈ V (I, b) iff ordp I ≥ b. Note that we can explicitly compute the b-singular locus by
iteratively applying Algorithm Diff b− 1 times to the ideal I.
3.6. Algorithm for maximal order of vanishing. We provide the algorithm for computing the
maximal order of vanishing of any ideal on a smooth variety below. We note that the procedure
DeltaList in the Singular library resolve.lib computes the maximal order of vanishing of ideals
with finite maximal order of vanishing on smooth varieties of pure dimension [FP19, DeltaList].
Algorithm 2 maximalOrderOfVanishing
Let k be a field of characteristic zero.
Input: f1, . . . , fr, g1, . . . , gm ∈ k[x1, . . . , xN ], such that SpecA is a smooth variety over k,
where A = k[x1, . . . , xN ]/(f1, . . . , fr). Let I ⊂ A be the ideal generated by the images of
g1, . . . , gm.
Output: The maximal order of vanishing max-ord I of the coherent ideal I on SpecA.
Remark: Let Y be a smooth variety over k and I ⊂ OY a coherent ideal on Y . Suppose we
have a covering of Y by finitely many open affines Y = ∪iUi. By this algorithm, we can
compute max-ordUi I|Ui for each i. Then the maximal order of vanishing of I on Y is
max-ordY I = maxi{max-ordUi I|Ui}.
1: Let pi ⊂ k[x1, . . . , xN ] be the associated primes of the ideal (f1, . . . , fr) ⊂ k[x1, . . . , xN ].
12
2: Because SpecA is a smooth variety, the associated primes {pi}i are the minimal primes of A
and we have the irreducible component decomposition SpecA = ⊔i SpecA/pi.
3: if (g1, . . . , gm) ⊂ pi for some i then
4: I vanishes on the irreducible component of SpecA corresponding to pi.
5: return max-ord I =∞
6: else
7: In this case, I doesn’t vanish on any irreducible component of SpecA, so max-ord I <∞.
12See Singular’s primary decomposition library [PDSL19].
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8: By repeatedly applying Algorithm Diff, obtain the smallest integer b ≥ 0 such that
D≤bA/kI = (1). Let b be this integer.
9: return max-ord I = b
3.7. Example for maximalOrderOfVanishing. Consider the coherent ideal I = (z2−x2y2) on
A3k = Speck[x, y, z]. By repeatedly applying Algorithm Diff, we get the following:
D≤1k[x,y,z]/k(z
2 − x2y2) = (−2xy2,−2x2y, 2z) = (xy2, x2y, z)
D≤2k[x,y,z]/k(z
2 − x2y2) = D≤1k[x,y,z]/k(xy
2, x2y, z) = (1)
Thus max-ord I = 2.
4. Maximal contact hypersurfaces
Let Y be a smooth variety over a field k of characteristic zero, and let I ⊂ OY be a coherent ideal
with b = max-ord I < ∞. A smooth hypersurface13 H ⊂ Y is a maximal contact hypersurface
if H scheme-theoretically contains V (I, b), that is, D≤b−1Y/k I contains the ideal cutting H out of
Y . If U ⊂ Y is an open affine, then a smooth hypersurface H ⊂ U is a local maximal contact
hypersurface of I on U if H scheme-theoretically contains V (I, b)|U .
Because k has characteristic zero, there exists a cover Y = ∪iUi by finitely many affine opens Ui
such that there is a local maximal contact hypersurface Hi ⊂ Ui of I on Ui for each i. Note that if
Ui does not meet V (I, b), then the empty subvariety of Ui, which is a smooth hypersurface of Ui,
contains V (I, b)|Ui = ∅.
4.1. Algorithm for maximal contact. We provide below the algorithm for obtaining hyper-
surfaces of maximal contact. We note that the Singular library resolve.lib has an incorrect
algorithm for obtaining maximal contact hypersurfaces. For most examples of practical interest,
however, resolve.lib does correctly compute hypersurfaces of maximal contact, and this is mostly
because the maximal contact algorithm in resolve.lib and Algorithm maximalContact both agree
up to line 5 of Algorithm maximalContact.14 The problem with resolve.lib lies in its static pro-
cedure CoverCenter, which corresponds to what comes after line 5 in Algorithm maximalContact.
Though CoverCenter works correctly in the special case of computing maximal contact hypersur-
faces on affine space, CoverCenter incorrectly computes maximal contact hypersurfaces on general
smooth varieties. Nevertheless, the ideas found in CoverCenter are still valid, and Algorithm
maximalContact uses these ideas to provide the correct algorithm for computing maximal contact
hypersurfaces.
Algorithm 3 maximalContact
Let k be a field of characteristic zero.
Input: f1, . . . , fr ∈ k[x1, . . . , xN ] and I ⊂ A an ideal, where A = k[x1, . . . , xN ]/(f1, . . . , fr),
such that Y = SpecA is a smooth variety of pure dimension over k. Let I ⊂ OY be the
coherent ideal associated to I. Assume that 0 < max-ord I <∞.
Output: A finite list MC = {(Gi, Fi)}i, where Fi, Gi ∈ k[x1, . . . , xN ], such that
• SpecA =
⋃
i SpecA[G
−1
i ], where each SpecA[G
−1
i ] is nonempty
• For each i, Fi is a local maximal contact hypersurface of I on SpecA[G
−1
i ]
• For each i, Fi = 1 iff V (I, b) ∩ SpecA[G
−1
i ] = ∅
• MC is a list of size one iff there exists (G,F ) ∈ MC such that G = 1.
13See Appendix B.1
14See the static procedure Coeff in the Singular library resolve.lib [FP19]. Static procedures can only be
viewed in the source code of Singular libraries.
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1: Let b = max-ord I.
2: Use Algorithm Diff to obtain h1, . . . , hm ∈ k[x1, . . . , xN ] whose images generate D
≤b−1
A/k I.
3: Use Algorithm isSmoothHypersurface to determine whether any hi cuts out a smooth
hypersurface out of Y , since in that case hi would be a global maximal contact hypersurface
of I on Y .
4: if there is an i such that SpecA/hi is a smooth hypersurface of SpecA then
5: return MC = {(1, hi)}
6: Initialization
7: • MC = ∅
8: • n = dimA
9: • J = [df1 · · · dfr]
T = ( ∂fi∂xj )ij
10: • L = {N − n by N − n square submatrices of the Jacobian J}
11: We may replace L by a subset for which SpecA =
⋃
M∈L SpecA[detM
−1] still holds.
12: Use Algorithm smoothVarietyOrthogonalIdempotents to obtain e1, . . . , ed ∈ k[x1, . . . , xN ], the
orthogonal idempotents of A. This means SpecA has d irreducible components, and its tth
component is SpecA[e−1t ].
13: for each M ∈ L do
14: As in the notation of Proposition 3.2.1, let
15: • h = detM ;
16: • ROW ⊂ {1, . . . , r} be the row indices and COL ⊂ {1, . . . , N} be the column indices of
the Jacobian J that its submatrix M involve;
17: • C be the cofactor matrix of M ;
18: • For every j′ 6∈ COL, Dj′ = h
∂
∂xj′
−
∑
i∈ROW
j∈COL
∂fi
∂xj′
Cij
∂
∂xj
.
19: Note that SpecA[h−1] =
⊔d
t=1 SpecA[h
−1, e−1t ], and that the irreducible components of
SpecA[h−1] correspond to the et for which SpecA[h
−1, e−1t ] is nonempty.
20: Introducing a new variable y, we express A[h−1, e−1t ] = A[(het)
−1] as follows:
A[h−1, e−1t ] =
k[x1, . . . , xN , y]
(f1, . . . , fr, 1 − yhet)
21: Note that SpecA[h−1, e−1t ] is nonempty iff 1 6∈ (f1, . . . , fr, 1− yhet).
15
22: for each et ∈ {e1, . . . , ed} such that SpecA[h
−1, e−1t ] is nonempty do
23: Because b = max-ord I, by Corollary 3.2.2, we have that
(h1, . . . , hm) +
(
Dj′(h1), . . . ,Dj′(hm)
)
j′ 6∈COL
+ (f1, . . . , fr, 1− yhet) = (1) ⊂ k[x1, . . . , xN , y]
24: Thus we can find polynomials ai, bij′ ∈ k[x1, . . . , xN , y]
16 such that
m∑
i=1
aihi +
∑
j′ 6∈COL
m∑
i=1
bij′Dj′(hi) ≡ 1 mod (f1, . . . , fr, 1− yhet)
25: This means that we have the covering
SpecA[h−1, e−1t ] =
⋃
ai 6=0 in
A[h−1,e−1t ]
SpecA[h−1, e−1t , h
−1
i ] ∪
⋃
bij′ 6=0 in
A[h−1,e−1t ]
SpecA[h−1, e−1t ,Dj′(hi)
−1]
15See Singular’s procedure reduce [DGPS19, 5.1.124]
16Use Singular’s procedure lift [DGPS19, 5.1.75] to compute the ai, bij′ ’s
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26: If hi = 0 in A[h
−1, e−1t ], set ai = 0 ∈ k[x1, . . . , xN , y], and if Dj′(hi) = 0 in A[h
−1, e−1t ],
set bij′ = 0 ∈ k[x1, . . . , xN , y]. Note that the equation in line 23 and the equality in line
24 still hold. We make these changes so that the following statement is true: if ai 6= 0 in
A[h−1, e−1t ], then SpecA[h
−1, e−1t , h
−1
i ] is nonempty, and if bij′ 6= 0 in A[h
−1, e−1t ], then
SpecA[h−1, e−1t ,Dj′(hi)
−1] is nonempty.
27: for each i such that ai 6= 0 in A[h
−1, e−1t ] do
28: SpecA[h−1, e−1t , h
−1
i ] does not meet V (I, b).
29: MC = MC, {(h · et · hi, 1)}
30: for each i and j′ such that bij′ 6= 0 in A[h
−1] do
31: By [Stacks20, Tag 07PF], hi cuts a smooth subvariety out of SpecA[h
−1, e−1t ,Dj′(hi)
−1].
32: Because SpecA[h−1, e−1t ,Dj′(hi)
−1] is nonempty, Dj′(hi) 6= 0 in A[h
−1, e−1t ,Dj′(hi)
−1],
hence hi 6= 0 in A[h
−1, e−1t ,Dj′(hi)
−1]. Since A[h−1, e−1t ,Dj′(hi)
−1] is an integral domain,
by Krull’s principal ideal theorem, hi cuts out a pure codimension one subvariety out of
SpecA[h−1, e−1t ,Dj′(hi)
−1].
33: Therefore, hi cuts out a smooth hypersurface out of SpecA[h
−1, e−1t ,Dj′(hi)
−1].
34: if (h1, . . . , hm) 6= (1) in A[h
−1, e−1t ,Dj′(hi)
−1] then
35: SpecA[h−1, e−1t ,Dj′(hi)
−1] meets the V (I, b).
36: MC = MC, {(h · et ·Dj′(hi), hi)}
37: else
38: SpecA[h−1, e−1t ,Dj′(hi)
−1] does not meet the V (I, b).
39: MC = MC, {(h · et ·Dj′(hi), 1)}
40: if there exists (G,F ) ∈ MC such that G is invertible in A then
41: MC = {(1, F )}
42: return MC
4.2. Example for maximalContact. Consider the coherent ideal I = (x5 + x3y3 + y8) on the
affine plane A2k = Spec k[x, y]. By repeatedly applying Algorithm Diff, we find that D
≤4
k[x,y]/kI =
(x, y2) andD≤5k[x,y]/kI = (1), so that max-ord I = 5. Since x ∈ D
≤4
k[x,y]/kI cuts a smooth hypersurface
out of A2k, we see that x is the equation of a global maximal contact hypersurface of I on A
2
k. Thus
Algorithm maximalContact, when applied to the ideal I, would return the list MC = {(1, x)}.
4.3. Algorithm for lifting maximal contact. In order to compute (and even to define17) the
centers in weighted resolution, it is necessary to lift maximal contact hypersurfaces of an ideal on
a smooth subvariety to the ambient variety. We provide below the algorithm for lifting maximal
contact hypersurfaces.
Algorithm 4 liftMaximalContact
Let k be a field of characteristic zero.
Input: f1, . . . , fr, h1, . . . , hm ∈ k[x1, . . . , xN ] and I ⊂ A/(h1, . . . , hm) an ideal, where
A = k[x1, . . . , xN ]/(f1, . . . , fr), such that Y = SpecA and Z = SpecA/(h1, . . . , hm) are
smooth varieties of pure dimension over k. Let I ⊂ OZ be the coherent ideal on Z associated
to I . Assume that 0 < max-ordZ I <∞.
Output: A finite list MClift = {(Gi, Fi)}i, where Fi, Gi ∈ k[x1, . . . , xN ], such that
• SpecA =
⋃
i SpecA[G
−1
i ], where each SpecA[G
−1
i ] is nonempty
• For each i, if (SpecA[G−1i ])
∣∣
Z
is nonempty, then Fi is a local maximal contact hypersurface
of I on (SpecA[G−1i ])
∣∣
Z
• For each i, Fi = 1 iff V (I, b) ∩ (SpecA[G
−1
i ])
∣∣
Z
= ∅
17See Definition 5.3.2.
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• MClift is a list of size one iff there exists (G,F ) ∈ MClift such that G = 1.
1: Initialization
2: • MClift = ∅
3: Let MC be the output of Algorithm maximalContact applied to the polynomials
f1, . . . , fr, h1, . . . , hm ∈ k[x1, . . . , xN ] and ideal I ⊂ k[x1, . . . , xN ]/(f1, . . . , fr, h1, . . . , hm). MC
provides the data of local maximal contact hypersurfaces of I on Z.
4: for each (Gi, Fi) ∈ MC do
5: MClift = MClift, {(Gi, Fi)}
6: The complement of Z in Y is covered by SpecA[h−11 ], . . . ,SpecA[h
−1
m ], so the restrictions of
these distinguished opens to Z are empty and hence do not meet the V (I, b).
7: for each i such that SpecA[h−1i ] is nonempty do
8: MClift = MClift, {(hi, 1)}
9: if there exists (G,F ) ∈ MClift such that G is invertible in A/(h1, . . . , hm) then
10: MClift = {(1, F )}
11: return MClift
4.4. Example for liftMaximalContact. Let Y = Spec k[x, y, z] and Z = V (x, y) ⊂ Y . Consider
the coherent ideal I = (z5) on Z. Applying Algorithm maximalContact to I returns the list
MC = {(1, z)}. Thus applying Algorithm liftMaximalContact to I, with ambient variety Y , returns
the list MClift = {(1, z)}.
5. Lexicographic order invariant and the associated center
Throughout this section, let Y be a smooth variety over a field k of characteristic zero, and
I ⊂ OY a coherent ideal on Y .
5.1. Coefficient ideals. Let b ∈ N. Define the coefficient ideal
Ce(I, b) :=
b−1∑
i=0
(
D≤iY/kI
)b!/(b−i)
In [ATW20], Abramovich, Temkin, and W lodarczyk use the following larger coefficient ideal18
C(I, b) :=
∑
∑b−1
i=1 (b−i)ci≥b!
(D≤0Y/kI)
c0 · (D≤1Y/kI)
c1 · · · (D≤b−1Y/k I)
cb−1
Our coefficient ideal Ce(I, b) is contained in C(I, b), and most times this containment is proper.
However, there is no issue with replacing C(I, b) by Ce(I, b) in Abramovich-Temkin-W lodarczyk’s
paper [ATW20]: in particular, the invariant defined in [ATW20, Section 5.1] is unchanged when
computing with our smaller coefficient ideal. The larger coefficient ideal C(I, b) is useful for theo-
retical proofs, but it is computationally more efficient to handle the smaller coefficient ideal Ce(I, b)
(the subscript e stands for “efficient”).
5.2. The ordered sets Q≤n≥0 and N
≤n
>0 . Let Q≥0 denote the nonnegative rational numbers, and
N>0 the positive natural numbers. Define Q
≤n
≥0 := ⊔
n
i=0Q
i
≥0 as the disjoint union of the products
Qi≥0 for i = 0, . . . , n. Order elements of Q
≤n
≥0 lexicographically, with truncated sequences considered
larger. For example,
(1, 1, 1) < (1, 1, 2) < (1, 2, 1) < (1, 2) < (2, 2, 1) < ()
18See [ATW20, Definition 4.1.1].
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In this way, Q≤n≥0 becomes totally ordered. Also, define N
≤n
>0 := ⊔
n
i=0N
i
>0 with lexicographic order,
just like Q≤n≥0 , where truncated sequences are considered larger. In this way, N
≤n
>0 becomes a well-
ordered set.
5.3. Lexicographic order invariant, b-invariant, and associated parameters. Let the di-
mension of Y be n. We will define a function called the b-invariant with respect to I taking values
in a well-ordered set:
b-inv I : V (I)→ N≤n>0
p 7→ b-invp I
From this we will define the lexicographic order invariant:
inv I : V (I)→ Q≤n≥0
p 7→ invp I
Definition 5.3.1 (b-to-a function). The function b-to-a : N≤n>0 → Q
≤n
≥0 is defined recursively by
sending the empty sequence () to itself and sending (b1, ..., br) ∈ N
≤n
>0 to (a1, . . . , ar) ∈ Q
≤n
≥0 , where
a1 = b1 and (a2, . . . , ar) = b-to-a(b2, . . . , br)/(b1 − 1)!.
For example, b-to-a(3, 8, 50400) = (3, 4, 5). Note that the function b-to-a is order preserving and
injective, hence the image b-to-a(N≤n>0 ) ⊂ Q
≤n
≥0 is a well-ordered subset.
Definition 5.3.2 (b-invariant, Lexicographic order invariant, and associated parameters, see [ATW20]).
Let p ∈ V (I), and set I[1] := I and b1 := ordOX,p(I[1]). If b1 = ∞, define b-invp I = () to be
the empty sequence and associate the empty sequence of parameters. Otherwise, choose an affine
neighborhood U1 ⊂ U of p with a function x1 ∈ O(U1) such that x1 is the equation of a local
maximal contact hypersurface of I[1] on U1. Let V (x1) := SpecO(U1)/x1. Inductively, write
I[i+ 1] := Ce(I[i], bi)
∣∣
V (x1,...,xi)
Note that I[i+ 1] is a coherent ideal on V (x1, . . . , xi). Set
bi+1 := ordp I[i+ 1]
If bi+1 = ∞, define b-invp I = (b1, . . . , bi) and associate the sequence of parameters (x1, . . . , xi) to
the point p. Otherwise, choose an affine neighborhood Ui+1 ⊂ Ui of p with a function xi+1 ∈ O(Ui+1)
such that xi+1 is the equation of a local maximal contact hypersurface of I[i+1] on Ui+1|V (x1,...,xi).
19
Let V (x1, . . . , xi+1) = SpecO(Ui+1)/(x1, . . . , xi+1).
Suppose that b-invp I = (b1, . . . , br) and that x1, . . . , xr ∈ O(Ur) are the sequence of parameters
associated to p.20 Define the lexicographic order invariant
invp I := (b-to-a)(b-invp I) = b-to-a(b1, . . . , br)
and call the sequence (x1, . . . , xr) the associated parameters of I at p. If X = V (I), we also write
invpX := invp I, keeping in mind the embedding X ⊂ Y .
The lexicographic order invariant invp is independent of choices and upper-semicontinuous by
[ATW20, Theorem 5.1.1]. On the other hand, the associated parameters are not well-defined and
evidently depend on choices.
Definition 5.3.3 (Maximal lexicographic order invariant). Define the maximal lexicographic order
invariant of I on Y to be
maxinvY I = maxinv I := max{invp I | p ∈ V (I)}
19Really, xi+1 is the lift of the equation of a local maximal contact hypersurface of I[i + 1] on Ui+1|V (x1,...,xi).
20Note that x1, . . . , xr are regular parameters on Ur.
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If X = V (I), then we also write maxinvX := maxinv I, keeping in mind the embedding X ⊂ Y .
The invariant invp detects singularities. The subvariety V (I) is regular at p ∈ V (I) iff invp I is
equal to a constant sequence of ones. If V (I) is pure codimension c in Y , then V (I) is nonsingular
iff maxinv I = (1, . . . , 1), the constant sequence of length c. The locus of points attaining the
maximal lexicographic order invariant is a closed subset of Y : these are the points on V (I) with
the “worst” singularities, as measured by the invariant invp.
The parameters associated to a point attaining the maximal lexicographic order invariant locally
cut out the locus of maximal lexicographic order invariant. Due to the importance of this fact, we
state this in the following proposition.
Proposition 5.3.4. Let the notation be as in Definition 5.3.2. Then we have that
invp I = min
q∈V (x1,...,xr)
invq I
In particular, if invp I = maxinv I, then V (x1, . . . , xr) is precisely the locus of points inside Ur
attaining the maximal lexicographic order invariant of I.
Proof. Follows easily by induction. 
5.4. The associated center. Suppose that maxinv I = (a1, . . . , ar). Let Y = ∪iUi be a cover by
affine opens such that following holds. If Ui contains a point attaining the maximal lexicographic
order invariant, let xi1, . . . , xir ∈ O(Ui) be such that (xi1, . . . , xir) is the sequence of associated
parameters of I at every point of Ui in the vanishing locus of xi1, . . . , xir. Let J be the center
on Y such that if Ui contains a point attaining the maximal lexicographic order invariant, then
JUi = (x
a1
i1 , . . . , x
ar
ir ), and otherwise JUi = (1). By [ATW20, Theorem 5.3.1], J is indeed a valuative
Q-ideal, since the local idealistic exponents must glue by uniqueness. We call J the unique center
associated to I. The reduced center J¯ associated to J is the center associated to the pair (V (I) ⊂ Y )
in [ATW20, Theorem 1.1.1].
In the following section, we provide the algorithm that explicitly computes the maximal lexi-
cographic order invariant and the associated parameters, which is precisely the data of the center
associated to I.
5.5. Algorithm for the associated center. We now show how to explicitly compute the maxi-
mal lexicographic order invariant and the associated parameters on some open cover. The algorithm
proceeds as a competition among open sets covering the smooth variety. Each descent in dimen-
sion to a local hypersurface of maximal contact corresponds to each round of the competition. The
remaining contenders after a round are those open sets that attain a truncation of the maximal
lexicographic order invariant with length the codimension corresponding to the round. The con-
tenders that are dropped after a round are designated as losers. The competition finishes once the
maximal lexicographic invariant is found, in which case the surviving contenders are winners, while
all other past contenders are losers.
Algorithm 5 prepareCenter
Let k be a field of characteristic zero.
Input: Smooth affine varieties Y1, . . . , YN over k, and coherent ideals Ii ⊂ OYi .
21 Let
Y = ⊔iYi and I ⊂ OY be the coherent ideal such that I|Yi = Ii.
Compute: The maximal lexicographic order invariant and associated parameters of I.
Output: maxinv I = (a1, . . . , ar) and finite lists WINNERS = {(Ui, [xi1, . . . , xir], ℓi)}i and
LOSERS = {(Wj , ℓj)}j such that
21The data of the affine variety Y1, for example, is inputted as a polynomial ring R with an ideal I ⊂ R such that
O(Y1) = R/I . The data of I1 ⊂ OY1 is given by an ideal in R whose extension in R/I corresponds to I1.
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• Each Ui is a nonempty distinguished affine open of Yℓi , and similarly, each Wj is a
nonempty distinguished affine open of Yℓj .
• For each i, there exists a point p ∈ Ui such that invp I = maxinv I.
• For each j, invp I < maxinv I at every point p ∈Wj .
• xi1, . . . , xir ∈ O(Ui), and (xi1, . . . , xir) is the sequence of associated parameters of I at each
point p ∈ Ui such that invp I = maxinv I.
Remark: The center J associated to I is given by J |Ui = (x
a1
i1 , . . . , x
ar
ir ) for each i, and
J |Wj = 0 for each j. We obtain the reduced center J¯ associated to J as follows. Suppose
ai = ni/mi with ni,mi ∈ N>0. Set wi = lcm(da1, . . . , dar)/dai, where d = m1 · · ·mr. Then
J¯Ui = (x
1/w1
i1 , . . . , x
1/wr
ir ) for each i, and J¯Wj = (1) for each j.
22
1: Initialization
2: • maxbinv = ()
3: • maxinvfound = FALSE
4: • CONTENDERS = {(Y1,I1, [ ], 1), . . . , (YN ,IN , [ ], N)}
5: • WINNERS = ∅
6: • LOSERS = ∅
7: while NOT maxinvfound do
8: bmax = −∞
9: for each (U,IZ , [h1, . . . , hm], ℓ) ∈ CONTENDERS do
10: • h1, . . . , hm ∈ O(U) are regular parameters on the affine open U ⊂ Y .
11: • Let Z := V (h1, . . . , hm) = SpecO(U)/(h1, . . . , hm).
12: • IZ ⊂ OZ is a coherent ideal on Z.
13: bcurr = max-ord IZ , the maximal order of vanishing of IZ on Z.
14: bmax = max(bmax,bcurr)
15: SURVIVORS = ∅
16: for each (U,IZ , [h1, . . . , hm], ℓ) ∈ CONTENDERS do
17: if max-ord IZ = bmax then
18: SURVIVORS = SURVIVORS, {(U,IZ , [h1, . . . , hm], ℓ)}
19: else
20: LOSERS = LOSERS, {(U, ℓ)}
21: if bmax =∞ then
22: The maximal lexicographic order invariant has been found!
23: All survivors are now winners.
24: maxinvfound = FALSE
25: WINNERS = WINNERS,SURVIVORS
26: else
27: maxbinv = maxbinv,bmax
28: CONTENDERS = ∅
29: for each (U,IZ , [h1, . . . , hm], ℓ) ∈ SURVIVORS do
30: • Z := V (h1, . . . , hm)
31: • IZ ⊂ OZ is a coherent ideal on Z.
32: Apply Algorithm 4 to the closed subvariety Z ⊂ U , obtaining finite lists {(Ui, fi)}i
and {Wj}j such that
33: • each Ui and Wj are nonempty distinguished affine opens of U
34: • U = (∪iUi) ∪ (∪jWj)
35: • For each i, V (IZ ,bmax) ∩ Ui|Z 6= ∅
36: • For each j, V (IZ ,bmax) ∩Wj |Z = ∅
37: • fi is the equation of a local maximal contact hypersurface of IZ on Ui|Z .
22See [ATW20, Theorem 1.1.1]
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38: For each i, let V (fi) := SpecO(Ui)/(h1, . . . , hm, fi).
39: CONTENDERS = CONTENDERS, {(Ui, Ce(IZ ,bmax)|V (fi), [h1, . . . , hm, fi], ℓ)}i
40: LOSERS = LOSERS, {(Wj , ℓ)}j
41: Note that maxinv I = (b-to-a)(maxbinv).
42: return (b-to-a)(maxbinv),WINNERS,LOSERS
5.6. Example for prepareCenter. We use Algorithm prepareCenter to compute the maximal
lexicographic order invariant and associated parameters of the ideal I[1] = I = (x5+x3y3+ y8) on
Y = Speck[x, y]. Since D≤4Y/kI[1] = (x, y
2), we have that b1 = max-ord I[1] = 5, and we take x as
the first hypersurface of maximal contact. A direct computation finds that
I[2] = Ce(I[1], 5)|V (x) = (y
180)
Thus b2 = 180, and y is the second hypersurface of maximal contact. Thus the maximal b-
invariant of I is (5, 180), and the sequence of associated parameters is (x, y). This means that
maxinv I = b-to-a(5, 180) = (5, 15/2), hence the center J associated to I is (x5, y15/2), with reduced
center J¯ = (x1/3, y1/2).
6. Weighted blowing ups
We begin with the definition of weighted blowing ups.
Definition 6.0.1 (Weighted blowing ups, see [ATW20, §3.3] and [Que20, §4]). Let γ be a center
on a smooth variety Y , and let Aγ ⊂ OY [T ] be its associated Rees algebra. We define the (stack-
theoretic) weighted blowings up of Y along the center γ to be
BlY (γ) := ProjYAγ = [(SpecOY Aγ \ S0)/Gm]
where the vertex S0 is the closed subscheme defined by the irrelevant ideal Aγ,+ = ⊕m>0ImγT
m
and the grading on Aγ defines a Gm-action (T, s) 7→ T
m · s for s ∈ Imγ.
Since weighted blowing ups can be computed affine-locally, we may assume that the smooth
variety Y is irreducible and affine, and that the center γ on Y is either (1) or (xa11 , . . . , x
ar
r ), where
x1, . . . , xr ∈ A are regular parameters on Y and a1, . . . , ar ∈ Q>0. If γ = (1), then BlY (γ) =
ProjYOY [T ] = Y , so we pay attention to the case when γ = (x
a1
1 , . . . , x
ar
r ). We assume that the
weights ai are the inverse of positive integers wi, since the weighted resolution algorithm only blows
up along centers locally of the form (x
1/w1
1 , . . . , x
1/wr
r ).
6.1. The setup. For the rest of this section, let Y = SpecA be a smooth irreducible affine variety
over a field k of characteristic zero, x1, . . . , xr ∈ A regular parameters on Y ,
23 and w1, . . . , wr
positive integers. By the end of this section we will provide an algorithm for computing the
weighted blowings up of Y along the center γ = (x
1/w1
1 , . . . , x
1/wr
r ).
Let Aγ = ⊕m≥0ImγT
m ⊂ OY [T ] be the Rees algebra associated to γ, and let Imγ = Imγ(Y ) and
Aγ = Aγ(Y ) = ⊕m≥0ImγT
m ⊂ A[T ] be the global sections. Let
Apreγ := A[x1T
w1 , . . . , xrT
wr ] ⊂ A[T ]
The valuative Q-ideal on Y associated to the Rees algebra Apreγ is γ, hence Aγ is the integral closure
of Apreγ in A[T, T−1].
23See Definition 2.5.1.
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6.2. The generators of the Rees algebra associated to a center.
Proposition 6.2.1 (See [ATW20, Section 3.4]). For every m ≥ 0,
Imγ =
(
xb11 · · · x
br
r
∣∣ ∑wibi ≥ m)
In particular, Aγ = ⊕m≥0ImγT
m ⊂ A[T ] is generated by {xiT, xiT
2, . . . , xiT
wi}ri=1 as an A-algebra.
Proof. Let b1, . . . , br be nonnegative integers such that
∑
wibi ≥ m. Then for every v ∈ ZR(Y ),
we have
v(xb11 · · · x
br
r ) =
∑
biv(fi) =
∑
biwi
1
wi
v(xi) ≥
∑
wibiγv ≥ mγv
thus obtaining the inclusion (xb11 · · · x
br
r |
∑
wibi ≥ m) ⊂ Imγ .
For the reverse inclusion, note that the nonempty subvariety V (x1, . . . , xr) = SpecA/(x1, . . . , xr)
is regular and of pure dimension n − r. Let y ∈ Y be the generic point of some irreducible
component of V (x1, . . . , xr). Then x1, . . . , xr form a regular system of parameters in OY,y. Let
my be the maximal ideal of OY,y and κ(y) = OY,y/my be the residue field, and let OˆY,y be the
my-adic completion of OY,y. By the Cohen structure theorem, there is a ring map κ(y) → OˆY,y
(not necessarily a k-algebra map) such that κ(y) → OˆY,y → OˆY,y/mˆy is an isomorphism; by
this ring map we fix a κ(y)-algebra structure on OˆY,y. Again by the Cohen structure theorem,
OˆY,y = κ(y)[[x1, . . . , xr]] is a formal power series ring in r variables x1, . . . , xr because OY,y is a
regular local ring, where xi ∈ OˆY,y is the image of xi ∈ OY,y.
Now consider the monomial valuation v : κ(y)[[x1, . . . , xr]] → Z ∪ {∞} given on variables by
v(xi) = wi and extended to all power series by
v
( ∑
s∈Nr
asx
s
)
= min
{∑
siv(xi)|as 6= 0
}
where si is the ith component of the multi-index s ∈ N
r, as ∈ κ(y), and x
s := xs11 · · · x
sr
r (see [SH18,
Definition 6.1.4]). Restrict v to a valuation on OY,y, which then extends uniquely to a valuation
on the function field K of Y . The valuation v vanishes on k∗ because the invertible elements in
κ(y)[[x1, . . . , xr]] are precisely the formal power series with nonzero constant term. Observe that
γv = 1 and v is nonnegative on OY,y. Because v is strictly positive on the regular parameters
x1, . . . , xr, we get that v has center y on Y , hence v ∈ ZR(Y ).
Let f ∈ A not be in the ideal (xb11 · · · x
br
r
∣∣ ∑wibi ≥ m). Because OY,y →֒ OˆY,y is faithfully flat,
the image of f in OˆY,y is not contained in the ideal generated by the monomials
∏
xbii such that∑
wibi ≥ m (see [Mat89, Theorem 7.5]). Thus the image of f in κ(y)[[x1, . . . , xr]] must be a power
series involving some monomial
∏
xbii with
∑
wibi < m. We then obtain v(f) < m = mγv, hence
f 6∈ Imγ and we are done showing that Imγ =
(
xb11 · · · x
br
r
∣∣ ∑wibi ≥ m).
To see that {xiT, xiT
2, . . . , xiT
wi}ri=1 generates Aγ as an A-algebra, first observe that Imγ =(
xb11 · · · x
br
r
∣∣ ∑ bi ≤ m ≤ ∑wibi). After all, if m < ∑ bi, then there are nonnegative integers
ai ≤ bi such that m =
∑
(bi − ai), hence∏
xbii =
∏
xaii
∏
xbi−aii ∈
(
xb11 · · · x
br
r
∣∣ ∑ bi ≤ m ≤∑wibi)
Now, suppose
∑
bi ≤ m ≤
∑
wibi. Then there are integers bi ≤ mi ≤ wibi such that
∑
mi = m,
and then there are integers 1 ≤ wi,1, . . . , wi,bi ≤ wi such that wi,1 + · · ·+wi,bi = mi. Thus we have
xb11 · · · x
br
r T
m =
r∏
i=1
xbii T
mi =
r∏
i=1
(xiT
wi,1 · · · xiT
wi,bi )
and we get that Aγ is generated by {xiT, xiT
2, . . . , xiT
wi}ri=1 as an A-algebra. 
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6.3. The charts of the weighted blowings up. The weighted blowings up of γ on Y is
BlY (γ) := [(SpecAγ \ S0)/Gm]
Let yi := xiT
wi ∈ Aγ for each i. By Proposition 6.2.1, we can see that the radical of the ideal
in Aγ generated by the yi’s contains the irrelevant ideal S0, so that SpecAγ \ S0 is covered by
the distinguished opens SpecAγ [y
−1
i ]. Since yi ∈ Aγ is homogeneous, the Gm-action on SpecAγ
restricts to each SpecAγ [y
−1
i ]. Thus BlY (γ) is covered by the open substacks [SpecAγ [y
−1
i ]/Gm].
We define [SpecAγ [y
−1
i ]/Gm] to be the xi-chart of BlY (γ). Let Wi := SpecAγ [y
−1
i ]/(yi − 1). Since
yi− 1 has degree zero when restricting the Z-grading on Aγ [y
−1
i ] to a Z/wi-grading, Wi is stablized
by the subgroup µw1 ⊂ Gm. By [ATW20, Section 3.5] (or [Que20, Lemma 4.4.1]), the closed
embedding Wi →֒ SpecAγ [y
−1
i ] gives rise to an isomorphism [Wi/µwi ] → [SpecAγ [y
−1
i ]/Gm].
24
Thus Wi is an e´tale cover of the xi-chart, and we also call Wi the xi-chart. Note that the induced
morphism
r⊔
i=1
Wi → BlY (γ)
is surjective and e´tale.
The map A → Aγ [y
−1
i ]/(yi − 1) that gives Aγ [y
−1
i ]/(yi − 1) its A-algebra structure defines the
composition Wi → [Wi/µwi ] → Y . Note that the image of A → Aγ [y
−1
i ]/(yi − 1) lies in the zero
graded piece with respect to the Z/wi-grading on Aγ [y
−1
i ]/(yi − 1), hence indeed the morphism
Wi → Y descends to [Wi/µwi ]→ Y .
In the following subsections we will show that O(Wi) = Aγ [y
−1
i ]/(yi−1) is an integral smooth k-
algebra with the same dimension as A, as well as describe the algorithm for its explicit computation.
6.4. Useful representations of the charts. There are several useful ways to describe the coor-
dinate ring of the charts Wi. Without loss of generality, we focus on the x1-chart W1. First note
the canonical isomorphism
Aγ [y
−1
1 ]/(y1 − 1) = Aγ/(y1 − 1)
We will also want a way to express the coordinate ring of W1 using A
pre
γ .
Proposition 6.4.1. x1T
w1−1 is a prime element of A[T ], and Aγ/(x1T
w1−1) and Apreγ /(x1T
w1−1)
are subrings of the integral domain A[T ]/(x1T
w1 − 1). In particular, the x1-chart W1 is integral.
Proof. Let p ∈ SpecA/(x1, . . . , xr). We first show that x1T
w1 − 1 is a prime element in Ap[T ].
Since Ap is a regular local ring, in particular a UFD, Ap[T ] is a UFD, hence it suffices to show that
x1T
w1 −1 is an irreducible element in Ap[T ]. Suppose x1T
w1−1 = (
∑s
i=1 aiT
i)(
∑ℓ
j=1 bjT
j), where∑
aiT
i,
∑
bjT
j ∈ Ap[T ]. Then x1 = asbℓ, hence because x1 is irreducible in Ap, we may assume
without loss of generality and up to multiplying by a unit of Ap that as = x1 and bℓ = 1. If s = w1,
then
∑
aiT
i = x1T
w1 − 1. So assume that s < w1, so that ℓ > 0. Then by matching coefficients
as−1 + x1bℓ−1 = 0
as−2 + as−1bℓ−1 + x1bℓ−2 = 0
· · ·
a0 + a1bℓ−1 + · · · = 0
which implies that as−1, . . . , a1, a0 ∈ x1Ap. But a0b0 = −1 contradicts that a0 ∈ x1Ap. Thus
x1T
w1 − 1 is a prime element in Ap[T ].
Now let R ⊂ Ap[T ] be a graded A-subalgebra containing x1T
w1 − 1. We claim that
R ∩
(
(x1T
w1 − 1)Ap[T ]
)
= (x1T
w1 − 1)R
24Forming the quotient stack [Wi/µwi ] relies on the characteristic of k being zero; if the characteristic was positive
and wi divided the characteristic, then µwi would not be a smooth group scheme.
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To obtain this, we must show that if F ∈ Ap[T ] is a polynomial such that (x1T
w1 − 1)F ∈ R, then
F ∈ R. First define the length of a polynomial
∑
aiT
i to be max{i|ai 6= 0} − min{i|ai 6= 0}. If
the length of F is less than w1, then F is equal to a truncation of −(x1T
w1 − 1)F , hence F ∈ R
because R is a graded subring of A[T ]. Otherwise, if the length of F is greater than or equal to
w1, then the lowest degree term, say amT
m, of F is also the lowest degree term in (1 − x1T
w1)F ,
hence amT
m ∈ R, and (x1T
w1 − 1)(F − amT
m) ∈ R since x1T
w1 − 1 ∈ R. The length of F − amT
m
is less than the length of F , so by inducting on length, we can conclude that F ∈ R.
Thus R/(x1T
w1−1) is a subring of Ap[T ]/(x1T
w1−1), and R/(x1T
w1−1) is an integral domain.
Setting R = A[T ], we get that A[T ]/(x1T
w1 − 1) is an integral domain. By setting R = Aγ and
using that Aγ ⊂ A[T ], we obtain
Aγ ∩
(
(x1T
w1 − 1)A[T ]
)
= Aγ ∩A[T ] ∩
(
(x1T
w1 − 1)Ap[T ]
)
= (x1T
w1 − 1)Aγ
hence Aγ/(x1T
w1 − 1) is a subring of the integral domain A[T ]/(x1T
w1 − 1). The case is exactly
the same for Apreγ . 
Corollary 6.4.2. The A-subalgebras Apreγ [T−1]/(x1T
w1 − 1) and Aγ/(x1T
w1 − 1) of the inte-
gral domain A[T, T−1]/(x1T
w1 − 1) are equal. In particular, we have the isomorphism W1 =
SpecApreγ [T−1]/(x1T
w1 − 1).
Proof. By Proposition 6.4.1, the A-algebras Apreγ [T−1]/(x1T
w1 − 1) and Aγ/(x1T
w1 − 1) are indeed
A-subalgebras of A[T, T−1]/(x1T
w1−1). To see equality, it suffices to show that these A-subalgebras
share the same set of generators. First note that T−1 = x1T
w1−1 in A[T, T−1]/(x1T
w1 − 1). Thus
T−1 ∈ Aγ/(x1T
w1 − 1). By Proposition 6.2.1, {xiT, xiT
2, . . . , xiT
wi}ri=1 generate Aγ as an A-
algebra, so that T−1, x2T
w2 , . . . , x3T
w3 generate Aγ/(x1T
w1 − 1) as an A-algebra. But these are
precisely the generators of Apreγ [T−1]/(x1T
w1 − 1), hence we are done. 
6.5. The charts are integral and smooth.
Lemma 6.5.1. If A = k[x1, . . . , xn] is a polynomial ring in n variables and γ = (x
1/wr
1 , . . . , x
1/wr
r )
is the center on Y = Ank , then Aγ/(y1 − 1) is also a polynomial ring in the following n variables
u, y2, . . . , yr, xr+1, . . . , xn
where u := T−1 = x1T
w1−1.
Proof. By Proposition 6.2.1, Aγ is the k[x1, . . . , xn]-subalgebra of k[x1, . . . , xn][T ] generated by
{xiT, . . . , xiT
wi}ri=1. ThusAγ is the k-subalgebra of k[x1, . . . , xn][T ] generated by {xi, xiT, . . . , xiT
wi}ri=1.
Aγ/(y1−1) is generated by u, y2, . . . , yr, xr+1, . . . , xn as a k-algebra because T
−1 ∈ Aγ/(y1−1). To
see that u, y2, . . . , yr, xr+1, . . . , xn are algebraically independent over k, consider the distinguished
open D(x1) := SpecAγ [x
−1
1 ]/(y1 − 1) →֒W1. Observe that
Aγ [x
−1
1 ]/(y1 − 1) = k[x1, . . . , xn, T ][x
−1
1 ]/(x1T
w1 − 1)
Thus D(x1) has dimension n by Krull’s principal ideal theorem. Since W1 is integral by Lemma
6.4.1, the transcendence degree of the fraction field of Aγ/(y1 − 1) over k must be n, hence
u, y2, . . . , yr, xr+1, . . . , xn ∈ Aγ/(y1 − 1) must be algebraically independent over k, as desired.
Proposition 6.5.2. The chart W1 is an irreducible smooth variety with the same dimension as Y .
Proof. By Proposition 6.4.1, W1 is integral, so it suffices to show that W1 is regular.
Let p ∈ SpecA/(x1, . . . , xr) be a closed point and n = dimY . Let xr+1, . . . , xn ∈ OY,p be such
that x1, . . . , xn is a regular system of parameters in OY,p. Because the residue field at p is a finite
separable extension of k, dx1, . . . , dxn form a basis for the module ΩOY,p/k of Ka¨hler differentials. By
[Liu06, Corollary 6.2.11], there exists g ∈ A and an e´tale k-algebra map k[x1, . . . , xn]→ A[g
−1] such
that the composition k[x1, . . . , xn]→ A[g
−1] →֒ OY,p maps the variable xi to the regular parameter
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xi. By Proposition 6.2.1 and Lemma 6.5.1, the e´tale map k[x1, . . . , xn] →֒ A[g
−1] induces the
following isomorphisms:
Aγ [g
−1]/(y1 − 1) = A[g
−1][{xi, xiT, . . . , xiT
wi}ri=1]/(x1T
w1 − 1)
= A[g−1]⊗k[x1,...,xn] k[x1, . . . , xn][{xi, xiT, . . . , xiT
wi}ri=1]/(x1T
w1 − 1)
= A[g−1]⊗k[x1,...,xn] k[u, y2, . . . , yr, xr+1, . . . , xn]
Since e´tale maps are stable under base change, we have the following e´tale morphism over k:
SpecAγ [g
−1]/(y1 − 1)→ Speck[u, y2, . . . , yr, xr+1, . . . , xn] = A
n
k
hence the distinguished open SpecAγ [g
−1]/(y1 − 1) of W1 is regular and of dimension n. This
implies that the pullback of V (x1, . . . , xr) under the map W1 → Y is covered by open affines that
are regular.
The preimage of SpecA[x−11 ] under the map W1 → Y is SpecAγ [x
−1
1 ]/(y1 − 1). Note that
Aγ [x
−1
1 ] = A[x
−1
1 ][T ], and that the map A[x
−1
1 ]→ A[x
−1
1 ][T ]/(x1T
w1 − 1) is standard e´tale because
∂
∂T (x1T
w1−1) = w1x1T
w1−1 is invertible in A[x−11 ][T ]/(x1T
w1−1) (note that w1 is invertible because
of the characteristic of k). Since k → A[x−11 ] is smooth of relative dimension n, SpecAγ [x
−1
1 ]/(y1−1)
is smooth over k with dimension n.
Becuase SpecA[x−11 ], . . . ,SpecA[x
−1
r ], and V (x1, . . . , xr) cover Y and their pullbacks under
W1 → Y are regular and of dimension n, it follows that W1 is also regular and of dimension
n. 
6.6. The exceptional divisor. Note that T is invertible in A[T ]/(x1T
w1−1), with inverse T−1 =
x1T
w1−1, which is contained in O(W1) = A
pre
γ [T−1]/(x1T
w1 − 1). Let u := T−1 ∈ O(W1). By
[Que20, Lemma 4.4.3], u is the equation of the exceptional divisor of the weighted blowings up.
6.7. Weak and proper transforms. Let I ⊂ A be an ideal, and let I ⊂ OY be the associated
coherent ideal. Without loss of generality, we compute the various transforms of the ideal I
by the weighted blowings up restricted to the x1-chart W1. The total transform of I restricted
to W1 is given by the extension of the ideal I under the map A → O(W1). The exceptional
divisor is u ∈ O(W1). Thus the proper transform of I restricted to W1 is cut out by the ideal
(IO(W1) : u
∞). Note that the proper transform V (IO(W1) : u
∞) ⊂ W1 is indeed µw1-invariant,
because IO(W1) ⊂ O(W1) lies in the zero graded piece and u has degree one with respect to the
Z/w1-grading of O(W1). Thus the proper transform of V (I) ⊂ Y restricted to the open substack
[W1/µw1 ] is
[V (IO(W1) : u
∞)/µw1 ] ⊂ [W1/µw1 ]
Now assume that γ = (x
1/w1
1 , . . . , x
1/wr
r ) is the reduced center associated to I, and that maxinv I =
(a1, . . . , ar). Then the ideal of the weak transform of I restricted to W1 is (IO(W1) : u
a1w1). See
[ATW20, 5.2.1].
6.8. Algorithm for weighted blowing ups.
Algorithm 6 weightedBlowUp
Let k be a field of characteristic zero.
Input: Ideals I, IY ⊂ k[x1, . . . , xN ], polynomials f1, . . . , fr ∈ k[x1, . . . , xN ], and positive
integers w1, . . . , wr ∈ N, such that Y = SpecA is a smooth irreducible variety over k, where
A = k[x1, . . . , xN ]/IY , and f1, . . . , fr are regular parameters on Y . Let I ⊂ OY be the
coherent ideal on Y associated to I.
Compute: The charts W1, . . . ,Wr of the weighted blowings up of Y along the center
(f
1/w1
1 , . . . , f
1/wr
r ), where each Wi is the fi-chart, as well as the proper transform of I.
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Output: A list CHARTS of size r such that for each i, CHARTS[i] = (Ri, IWi , Ii, φi), where
Ri is a polynomial ring over k, IWi , Ii ⊂ Ri are ideals, and φi : k[x1, . . . , xN ]→ Ri is a k-
algebra map, such that the coordinate ring of the fi-chart Wi is Ri/IWi , the ideal of the
proper transform of I on the fi-chart is the image of Ii in Ri/IWi , and φi induces a map
A→ Ri/IWi , which induces the weighted blowings up morphism on the fi-chart Wi → Y .
1: Introducing new variables y1, . . . , yr, T, u, define the following k[x1, . . . , xN ]-algebra map
φ : k[x1, . . . , xN , y1, . . . , yr, u]→ k[x1, . . . , xN , T, u]
given by yi 7→ fiT
wi and u 7→ u.25
2: Denote the image of IY in k[x1, . . . , xN , T, u] also by IY . Let
26
Iφ = φ
−1
(
(IY , Tu− 1)
)
⊂ k[x1, . . . , xN , y1, . . . , yr, u]
3: Observe that
k[x1, . . . , xN , T, u]
(IY , Tu− 1)
=
(
k[x1, . . . , xN ]
IY
)
[T, u]/(Tu− 1) = A[T, T−1]
where u = T−1. Thus the inclusion
k[x1, . . . , xN , y1, . . . , yr, u]/Iφ →֒ A[T, T
−1]
induced by φ identifies k[x1, . . . , xN , y1, . . . , yr, u]/Iφ with the A-subalgebra of A[T, T
−1]
generated by f1T
w1 , . . . , frT
wr , T−1. This means that
k[x1, . . . , xN , y1, . . . , yr, u]/Iφ = A
pre
γ [T
−1] ⊂ A[T, T−1]
4: for each i = 1, . . . , r do
5: We compute the xi-chart. By Corollary 6.4.2, the fi−chart Wi is given by
O(Wi) = A
pre[T−1]/(xiT
Wi − 1) =
k[x1, . . . , xN , y1, . . . , yr, u]
(Iφ, fiTwi − 1)
6: We can eliminate the variable yi, which is equal to one in O(Wi), as well as maybe some of
the variables among x1, . . . , xN .
27 Let E ⊂ {1, . . . , N} be the indices such that the
variables {xj}j∈E can be eliminated. This means there are polynomials
{gj}j∈E ⊂ k[x1, . . . , xN , y1, . . . , yr, u] such that for each j ∈ E, zj − gj ∈ (Iφ, fiT
wi − 1) and
gj does not involve the variables {xj}j∈E ∪ {yi}. Let
elimi : k[x1, . . . , xN , y1, . . . , yr, u]→ k[{xℓ}ℓ 6∈E , {yj}j 6=i, u]
be the k[{xℓ}ℓ 6∈E , {yj}j 6=i, u]-algebra map sending zj 7→ gj for each j ∈ E and yi 7→ 1, and
let the ideal IWi be the extension of (Iφ, fiT
wi − 1) under elimi. Then elimi induces the k-
algebra isomorphism
k[x1, . . . , xN , y1, . . . , yr, u]
(Iφ, fiTwi − 1)
∼=
−→
k[{zℓ}ℓ 6∈E , {yj}j 6=i, u]
IWi
Thus k[{zℓ}ℓ 6∈E , {yj}j 6=iu]/IWi is the coordinate ring of Wi.
7: Let φi be the composition
k[x1, . . . , xN ] →֒ k[x1, . . . , xN , y1, . . . , yr, u]
elimi−−−→ k[{xℓ}ℓ 6∈E , {yj}j 6=i, u]
and let Toti ⊂ k[{xℓ}ℓ 6∈E , {yj}j 6=i, u] be the image of I under φi. φi induces the map
k[x1, . . . , xN ]/IY → k[{xℓ}ℓ 6∈E , {yj}j 6=i, u]/IWi
which is the map of coordinate rings induced by Wi → Y .
25See Singular’s procedure map [DGPS19, 4.10]
26See Singular’s procedure preimage [DGPS19, 5.1.111]
27See Singular’s procedure elim from the library elim.lib [DGPS19, D.4.5.3].
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8: The image of Toti in k[{xℓ}ℓ 6∈E , {yj}j 6=i, u]/IWi is the ideal IO(Wi) of the total transform
of I on the fi-chart, while u is the equation of the exceptional divisor. Let
Ii = (Toti + IWi : u
∞) ⊂ k[{zℓ}ℓ 6∈E , {yj}j 6=i, u]
The image of Ii in k[{zℓ}ℓ 6∈E, {yj}j 6=i, u]/IWi is the ideal (IO(Wi) : u
∞) of the proper
transform of I on the fi-chart.
9: CHARTS[i] = (k[{xℓ}ℓ 6∈E , {yj}j 6=i, u], IWi , Ii, φi)
10: Remark: The µwi-action on Wi is recovered from the presentation
k[{xℓ}ℓ 6∈E , {yj}j 6=i, u]/IWi
of the coordinate ring of Wi by placing {xℓ}ℓ 6∈E in degree zero, each yj in degree −wj, and
u in degree one. Hence the stacky structure of the charts is inherent in the presentation of
their coordinate rings.
11: return CHARTS
6.9. Example for weightedBlowUp. We illustrate Algorithm weightedBlowUp with the weighted
blowings up of Y = Speck[x, y] along the center (x1/3, y1/2), as well as the proper transform of the
ideal (x5 + x3y3 + y8).
First, define the k[x, y]-algebra map
φ : k[x, y, y1, y2, u]→ k[x, y, T, u]
y1 7→ xT
3
y2 7→ yT
2
u 7→ u
Let Iφ = φ
−1
(
(Tu−1)
)
be the preimage of the ideal (Tu−1). By Singular’s procedure preimage
[DGPS19, 5.1.111], we obtain
Iφ = (x− y1u
3, y − y2u
2, y3y21 − x
2y32, yy1u− xy2, xy
2
2u− y
2y1)
Note that φ identifies k[x, y, y1, y2, u]/Iφ with the k[x, y]-subalgebra of k[x, y, T, u]/(Tu − 1) =
k[x, y][T, T−1] generated by xT 3, yT 2, T−1.
The coordinate ring of the x-chart W1 is given by
k[x, y, y1, y2, u]
(Iφ, y1 − 1)
By Singular’s procedure elim from the library elim.lib [DGPS19, D.4.5.3], we can eliminate
the variables x, y, y1 through the equations x − u
3, y − y2u
2, y1 − 1 ∈ (Iφ, y1 − 1). Consider the
substitution k[y2, u]-algebra map
elim1 : k[x, y, y1, y2, u]→ k[y2, u]
x 7→ u3
y 7→ y2u
2
y1 7→ 1
Let the ideal IW1 ⊂ k[y2, u] be the extension of (Iφ, y1 − 1) under the map elim1. Note that
IW1 = 0. Thus the x-chart is W1 = Speck[y2, u], and the morphism W1 → Y is given by the
following k-algebra composition
k[x, y] →֒ k[x, y, y1, y2, u]
elim1−−−→ k[y2, u]
which sends x 7→ u3 and y 7→ y2u
2. The total transform of x5 + x3y3 + y8 on the x-chart is:
(u3)5 + (u3)3(y2u
2)3 + (y2u
2)8 = u15(1 + y32 + uy
8
2)
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where u is the equation of the exceptional divisor. Thus 1 + y32 + uy
8
2 is the proper transform of
x5+x3y3+ y8 on the x-chart. The µ3-action on the x-chart is given by placing y2 in degree −2 ≡ 1
and u in degree 1.
Similarly, we obtain that the y-chart is W2 = Spec k[y1, u], where the morphism W2 → Y is
given by the k-algebra map k[x, y] → k[y1, u] sending x 7→ y1u
3 and y 7→ u2, and that the proper
transform of x5+x3y3+ y8 on the y-chart is y51+ y
3
1+u. Also, the µ2-action on the y-chart is given
by placing y1 in degree −3 ≡ 1 and u in degree 1.
7. Weighted resolution algorithm
7.1. Representing the input. Before we explain the algorithm for embedded resolution, we
need to discuss how we want to represent varieties, or more generally Deligne-Mumford stacks, as
computer code. The nature of the embedded resolution functor Fer of [ATW20, Theorem 1.1.1]
will guide us how to do so.
Let Y be a smooth Deligne-Mumford stack over a field k of characteristic zero, and X ⊂ Y
a closed substack. How should we tell the computer what the pair (X ⊂ Y ) is? Well, suppose
(X˜ ⊂ Y˜ ) is an e´tale cover of (X ⊂ Y ) by schemes, that is, X˜ and Y˜ are varieties with an e´tale
surjection Y˜ → Y such that X˜ = X ×Y Y˜ . By functoriality with respect to smooth surjections,
Fer(X˜ ⊂ Y˜ ) is an e´tale cover of Fer(X ⊂ Y ), and by [ATW20, Remark 2.1.1], Fer(X ⊂ Y ) is
obtained by e´tale descent from Fer(X˜ ⊂ Y˜ ). Hence functoriality with respect to smooth surjections
implies that the embedded resolution of (X ⊂ Y ) is fully determined by its e´tale cover (X˜ ⊂ Y˜ ).
Thus we will represent the data of the pair (X ⊂ Y ) by its e´tale cover (X˜ ⊂ Y˜ ) by schemes.
Now the question shifts to how we will represent the pair (X ⊂ Y ) if X and Y are varieties.
Suppose Y = ∪iYi is a cover of Y by finitely many open affines Yi and ideals Ii ⊂ O(Yi) such that
Ii is the defining ideal of the closed subvariety X|Yi in Yi. We can input the affine varieties Yi and
the ideals Ii into a computer as long as we know some presentation of each of the coordinate rings
O(Yi). Let Y˜ = ⊔iYi, and let X˜ ⊂ Y˜ be the closed subvariety defined by the ideals Ii ⊂ O(Yi).
(X˜ ⊂ Y˜ ) is an e´tale cover of (X ⊂ Y ) by schemes, and hence we represent the data of (X ⊂ Y )
by its e´tale cover (X˜ ⊂ Y˜ ). Since the data of (X˜ ⊂ Y˜ ) is equivalent to the data of the coordinate
rings O(Yi) and the ideals Ii ⊂ O(Yi), there is no problem inputting (X˜ ⊂ Y˜ ) into a computer.
We do note that in passing to e´tale covers we lose information about gluing, as can be seen when
passing from (X ⊂ Y ) to (X˜ ⊂ Y˜ ). However, we will not concern ourselves with this matter, since
the embedded resolution functor Fer operates e´tale-locally.
7.2. Examples of representing inputs. For example, the pair (V (zx2 − y3) ⊂ P2k) can be
inputted into the weighted resolution algorithm by the data of ideals
(z − y3) ⊂ k[z, y]
(zx2 − 1) ⊂ k[x, z]
(x2 − y3) ⊂ k[x, y]
which are the ideals defining the projective subvariety V (zx2 − y3) on the standard x, y, and
z-charts of P2k = Proj k[x, y, z], respectively.
For a stacky example, consider the pair ([V (x3 − y2)/µ5] ⊂ [A
2
k/µ5]), where the µ5-action on
A2k = Spec k[x, y] is given by placing x in degree 2 and y in degree 3. Instead of inputing the pair
([V (x3 − y2)/µ5] ⊂ [A
2
k/µ5]) into weighted resolution, we input its e´tale cover (V (x
3 − y2) ⊂ A2k).
7.3. Algorithm for weighted resolution of singularities.
Algorithm 7 weightedResolution
Let k be a field of characteristic zero.
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Input: Y a smooth irreducible variety over k and X ⊂ Y a pure codimension reduced closed
subvariety.
Compute: The embedded resolution of singularities of the pair (X ⊂ Y ). That is, we
compute the stabilized functor F ◦∞er (X ⊂ Y ).
28
Output: A list called RESOLUTION such that
• n = size(RESOLUTION) is the smallest integer such that (Xn ⊂ Yn) := F
◦n
er (X ⊂ Y ) has
Xn smooth. For example, if X is already smooth, then RESOLUTION is the empty list.
• For i = 1, . . . , n, RESOLUTION[i] = (Xi ⊂ Yi), where (Xi ⊂ Yi) := F
◦i
er (X ⊂ Y ).
Remark: We will not distinguish between a pair of Deligne−Mumford stacks and its e´tale
cover by schemes. But keep in mind, RESOLUTION[i] is really the data of an e´tale cover of
the pair (Xi ⊂ Yi) of Deligne−Mumford stacks by schemes.
1: Let c = dimY − dimX, which is the codimension of X in Y .
2: Let I ⊂ OY be the coherent ideal on Y cutting out X.
3: Initialization
4: • i = 0
5: • RESOLUTION = ∅
6: • SingularitiesNotResolved = TRUE
7: Let (Xcurr ⊂ Ycurr) = (X ⊂ Y ), and let Icurr = I.
8: while SingularitiesNotResolved do
9: i = i+ 1
10: Compute maxinv Icurr and the reduced center J¯ on Ycurr associated to Icurr using
Algorithm prepareCenter.
11: if maxinv Icurr = (1, . . . , 1), the constant sequence of length c do
12: Xcurr = V (Icurr) is smooth!
13: SingularitiesNotResolved = FALSE
14: else
15: Xcurr = V (Icurr) is not smooth.
16: Let Ynew be the weighted blowings up of the reduced center J¯ on Ycurr, and let Xnew be
the proper transform of Xcurr.
17: RESOLUTION[i] = (Xnew ⊂ Ynew)
18: Set Ycurr = Ynew, Xcurr = Xnew.
19: return RESOLUTION
7.4. Example for weightedResolution. We illustrate Algorithm weightedResolution with the
weighted resolution of the Whitney umbrella X = V (x2 − zy2) in Y = Spec k[x, y, z].
By Algorithm prepareCenter, we have that maxinvX = (2, 3, 3) and that the reduced center
associated to (x2 − zy2) is (x1/3, y1/2, z1/2). We need to take the weighted blowings up of Y along
(x1/3, y1/2, z1/2).
• In the x-chart W1 = Speck[y2, y3, u], the equation of X becomes
u6(1− y2y
2
3)
with proper transform X ′x = V (1− y2y
2
3) smooth.
• In the y-chart W2 = Speck[y1, y3, u], the equation of X becomes
u6(y21 − y3)
with proper transform X ′y = V (y
2
1 − y3) smooth.
• In the z-chart W3 = Spec k[y1, y2, u], the equation of X becomes
u6(y21 − y
2
2)
28See [ATW20, Theorem 1.1.1]
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with proper transform X ′z = V (y
2
1 − y
2
2). We have that maxinvX
′
z = (2, 2), and that the
reduced center associated to (y21 − y
2
2) is (y1, y2). The weighted blowings up of W3 along
the center (y1, y2) resolves the singularities.
8. Comparisons with Villamayor’s resolution algorithm
In this section, we will compare the weighted resolution algorithm with Villamayor’s resolution
algorithm, in particular with respect to efficiency. Both of these algorithms are implemented in
Singular: the library resweighted.lib implements weighted resolution [AFL20], and the library
resolve.lib implements Villamayor’s resolution algorithm [FP19]. Through these computer im-
plementations, we will compare the efficiencies of the two resolution algorithms.
8.1. Two criterions of efficiency. Both algorithms represent varieties by their affine chart cover-
ings and compute (weighted or non-weighted) blowing ups locally on these affine charts, leading us
towards the following two criterions of efficiency: the number of times a (weighted or non-weighted)
blowings up is performed and the number of charts covering the final resolution. For Villamayor’s
algorithm, we obtain the number of times a blowings up is performed by counting the number of
times the procedure blowUpBo is called within the procedure resolve, both of which are proce-
dures in resolve.lib. Similarly, for weighted resolution, we obtain the number of times a weighted
blowings up is performed by counting the number of times the procedure weightedBlowUp is called
within the procedure weightedResolution, both of which are procedures in resweighted.lib. Note
that the number of blowing ups and the number of final charts are related, since more blowing ups
contributes to increasing the number of charts.
8.2. Experimental results. We tabulate the results of our computer trials in the table below.
The column under “Input pair” represents the input data: for each polynomial f in this column, we
input into both resolution algorithms the pair (V (f) ⊂ Spec k[x1, . . . , xn]), where x1, . . . , xn are the
variables involved in f . For example, x2 − y2z represents the pair (V (x2 − y2z) ⊂ Spec k[x, y, z]).
The columns under “Weighted resolution” and “Villamayor’s algorithm” contain the measurements
of the two criterions of efficiency for each corresponding input pair, where the ordered pairs in these
columns follow the rule (# of blowing ups, # of final charts).
Input pair Weighted resolution Villamayor’s algorithm
x2 − y1y2y3 (5,10) (166,198)
x2 + y2 + z3t3 (5,8) (27,35)
x5 + x3y3 + y7 (1,2) (5,2)
x5 + x3y3 + y9 (3,3) (3,2)
x2 + y2z3 − z4 (4,5) (9,10)
x2 + y2z − z2 (1,3) (2,3)
x3y + xz3 + y3z + z3 + 7z2 + 5z (1,3) (4,5)
x2 + y3 + z5 (1,3) (61,65)
x2 − x3 + y2 + y4 + z3 − z4 (1,3) (4,5)
x3 − y(1− z2)2 (4,4) (50,49)
x4 + z3 − yz2 (4,4) (50,49)
x2 + z2 + y3(y − 1)3 (1,3) (8,10)
xyz + yz + 2z5 (9,7) (6,10)
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x2 + y4 + y3z2 (4,5) (9,10)
x2 + y2z3 (8,5) (24,23)
xyz (4,6) (7,12)
x2 + y2z + z3 (1,3) (22,24)
z50− xy (1,3) (25,50)
8.3. Conclusion. For each input pair, we see that weighted resolution is either on par or vastly
superior than Villamayor’s algorithm in both criterions of efficiency. For example, the weighted
resolution of the pair (V (x2 + y3 + z5) ⊂ Spec k[x, y, z]) requires just one weighted blowings up,
with three final charts, while the resolution of the pair given by Villamayor’s algorithm requires 61
blowing ups, with 65 final charts. From these computer trials, we therefore conclude that weighted
resolution is more efficient than Villamayor’s algorithm. Indeed, weighted resolution is remarkably
efficient!
Appendix A. Zariski closure and Saturation
In this appendix, we present a scheme-theoretic treatment of Zariski closure and saturation. See
[CLO15, §4.4] for a treatment of Zariski closure and saturation in the context of classical varieties.
A.1. Zariski closure.
Definition A.1.1 (Scheme-Theoretic Image and Zariski closure, see [Vak17, §8.3]). Let f : X → Y
be a morphism of schemes. The scheme-theoretic image of f is the smallest closed subscheme
Z ⊂ Y through which f factors through. The scheme-theoretic image Z is cut out by the sum of all
quasicoherent ideals contained in ker(OY → f∗OX). If f : X → Y is a locally closed embedding,
then we call the scheme-theoretic image of f the scheme-theoretic closure or the Zariski closure,
and we denote the Zariski closure of X →֒ Y by X.
If B → A is a ring map, then the kernel of B → A cuts out the scheme-theoretic image of the
morphism SpecA→ SpecB.
The following lemma and corollary are general results that will be needed for Section A.2.
Lemma A.1.2. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of schemes and let X =
⋃
i∈I Xi be a covering of
X by open subschemes Xi. Then⋂
i∈I
ker
(
OY → (f |Xi)∗OXi
)
= ker(OY → f∗OX)
Proof. This follows directly from the definition of sheaves. 
Corollary A.1.3. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of schemes and let X =
⋃r
i=1Xi be an open
covering of X by finitely many open subschemes Xi. If I ⊂ OY cuts out the scheme-theoretic image
of f : X → Y and Ii ⊂ OY cuts out the scheme-theoretic image of f |Xi : Xi →֒ X → Y , then
I =
⋂r
i=1 Ii.
Proof. By Lemma A.1.2,
ker(OY → f∗OX) =
r⋂
i=1
ker
(
OY → (f |Xi)∗OXi
)
=
r⋂
i=1
Ii
Thus ker(OY → f∗OX) is quasicoherent. Hence we get I = ker(OY → f∗OX) =
⋂r
i=1 Ii. 
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A.2. Saturation.
Definition A.2.1 (Saturation). Let A be a ring and I, J ⊂ A ideals. Define the saturation (I : J∞)
of I with respect to J to be the following ideal
(I : J∞) :=
∞⋃
n=1
(I : Jn)
If h ∈ A, then define (I : h∞) := (I : (h)∞).29
Note that (I : h∞) = ker(A → (A/I)[h−1]). For the following proposition, let o.e. and c.e.
stand for open and closed embedding, respectively. Recall that morphisms that factor as an open
embedding followed by a closed embedding are locally closed embeddings [Vak17, Exercise 8.1.M].
Proposition A.2.2 (Geometric Interpretation of Saturation). Let A be a ring and I, J ⊂ A ideals,
where J is a finitely generated ideal. Then the Zariski closure of V (I) \V (J)
o.e.
−֒−→ V (I)
c.e.
−֒−→ SpecA
is cut out by (I : J∞) ⊂ A.
Proof. First consider the case that J is a principal ideal generated by h ∈ A. The open embedding
V (I) \ V (h) →֒ V (I) is precisely the inclusion of the distinguished affine open Spec(A/I)[h−1] →֒
SpecA/I. Thus the Zariski closure of V (I) \ V (h) in SpecA is cut out by ker(A→ (A/I)[h−1]) =
(I : h∞).
Now suppose that J is not necessarily principal and generated by h1, . . . , hr ∈ A. Then
V (I) \ V (J) = V (I) \
r⋂
i=1
V (hr) =
r⋃
i=1
V (I) \ V (hr)
so that V (I) \ V (J) is covered by finitely many open affines V (I) \ V (hr). By Corollary A.1.3, the
Zariski closure of V (I) \ V (J) in SpecA is cut out by
⋂r
i=1(I : h
∞
i ). We claim that
r⋂
i=1
(I : h∞i ) = (I : (h1, . . . , hr)
∞)
To see this, first let f ∈ (I : (h1, . . . , hr)
∞). Then f(h1, . . . , hr)
n ⊂ I for some n, so that f ∈ (I : hni )
for every i. Conversely, suppose f ∈
⋂r
i=1(I : h
∞
i ). Then for sufficiently large N , we have fh
N
i ∈ I
for each i, so that f ∈ (I : (h1, . . . , hr)
rN ). Thus we are done. 
Proposition A.2.3 (Gluing Ideals). Let A be a ring and h1, . . . , hr ∈ A be elements generating
the unit ideal, i.e. (h1, . . . , hr) = A. Let I ⊂ A and Ii ⊂ A for i = 1, . . . , r be ideals such that I
and Ii have the same extension in A[h
−1
i ] for each i. Then
I =
r⋂
i=1
(Ii : h
∞
i )
Proof. First we give a geometric picture. Since V (I) and V (Ii) agree on D(hi), we have V (I) ⊂
∪V (Ii). There may be components of V (Ii) that lie entirely in V (hi) that do not appear in
V (I). So we remove these extraneous components by taking the Zariski closure of V (Ii) \ V (hi).
Thus V (I) =
⋃r
i=1 V (Ii) \ V (hi). Scheme-theoretically, this translates to precisely the algebraic
statement.
Now the algebraic proof. If f ∈ I, then because I and Ii have the same extension in A[h
−1
i ],
there is Ni such that fh
Ni
i ∈ Ii, hence f ∈ (Ii : h
∞
i ).
Conversely, assume that f ∈
⋂r
i=1(Ii : h
∞
i ). Then for some sufficiently high N , we have fh
N
i ∈ Ii
for each i. Since I and Ii have the same extension in A[h
−1
i ], by taking sufficiently larger N , we
29Use Singular’s procedure sat from the elim.lib library to compute saturation [DGPS19, D.4.5.7]
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have fhNi ∈ I for each i. Because (h1, . . . , hr) = A, there exists ai ∈ A such that
∑r
i=1 aih
N
i = 1
(“partition of unity” trick). Thus
f =
r∑
i=1
aifh
N
i ∈ I

A.3. Computational remark. The procedure sat in the Singular library elim.lib computes
the saturation (I : J∞) for any two ideals I, J ⊂ k[x1, . . . , xN ] in a polynomial ring [DGPS19,
D.4.5.7]. We can use the procedure sat to compute saturation in quotients of polynomial rings as
well, but we will first need the following general observation.
Let R be a ring and I, J, IY ⊂ R ideals such that IY ⊂ I. Let the superscript e denote extensions
of ideals along the quotient map R → R/IY . Observe that (I : J)
e = (Ie : Je) as ideals of R/IY
(this observation uses the inclusion IY ⊂ I in an essential way). Thus (I : J
∞)e = (Ie : (Je)∞).
Now set R = k[x1, . . . , xN ]. Every ideal of R/IY is an extension of an ideal in R, hence by the
above observation, we can use the procedure sat to compute saturation of ideals in the finitely
generated k-algebra R/IY .
We also make a remark on computing intersection of ideals in finitely generated k-algebras,
because Algorithm Diff relies on Proposition A.2.3. Let R be a ring and IY , I1, I2 ⊂ R ideals such
that Ii ⊃ IY for each i. Observe that (I1∩ I2)
e = Ie1 ∩ I
e
2 , where the superscript e denote extensions
of ideals along the quotient map R→ R/IY . Now set R = k[x1, . . . , xN ]. Since every ideal of R/IY
is an extension of an ideal in R, we can use the Singular procedure intersect [DGPS19, 5.1.60],
which computes intersections of ideals in a polynomial ring, to compute intersection of ideals in
the finitely generated k-algebra R/IY .
Appendix B. Helper algorithms
B.1. Algorithm for determining whether an equation cuts out a smooth hypersurface.
Let Y be a variety. We say that a subvariety X ⊂ Y is a hypersurface of Y if X is pure codimension
one in Y , that is, all irreducible components ofX are codimension one in Y . The following algorithm
determines whether or not an equation cuts a smooth hypersurface out of a smooth affine variety.
Algorithm 8 isSmoothHypersurface
Input: f1, . . . , fr, h ∈ k[x1, . . . , xN ] such that Y = SpecA is a smooth variety over k, where
A = k[x1, . . . , xN ]/(f1, . . . , fr). Let V (h) = SpecA/h be the subvariety cut out by h.
Output: TRUE if V (h) is a smooth hypersurface, that is, a smooth subvariety of pure
codimension one in Y , and FALSE otherwise.
1: By Krull’s principal ideal theorem, V (h) is pure codimension one in Y iff h does not vanish
on any irreducible component of Y .
2: Let pi ⊂ k[x1, . . . , xN ] be the associated primes of the ideal (f1, . . . , fr) ⊂ k[x1, . . . , xN ].
30
3: Because SpecA is a smooth variety, the associated primes {pi}i are the minimal primes of A
and {SpecA/pi}i are the irreducible components of SpecA.
4: if there is an i such that h ∈ pi do
5: In this case, the subvariety V (h) contains the component SpecA/pi.
6: return FALSE
7: Since we are here, V (h) is indeed a hypersurface of Y .
8: Now we verify whether V (h) is smooth or not.
30See Singular’s primary decomposition library [PDSL19]
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9: Let I ⊂ k[x1, . . . , xN ] be the ideal containing (f1, . . . , fr) + (h) such that Speck[x1, . . . , xN ]/I
is the nonsmooth locus of V (h).31
10: if 1 ∈ I do
11: The nonsmooth locus of V (h) is empty, hence V (h) is a smooth hypersurface of Y .
12: return TRUE
13: else
14: The nonsmooth locus of V (h) is nonempty, hence V (h) is a not smooth.
15: return FALSE
B.2. Examples and non-examples of smooth hypersurfaces. The equation y3 − x2 cuts a
nonsmooth hypersurface out of A2k = Spec k[x, y]. The equation z cuts a smooth hypersurface out
of A2k ⊔ A
2
k = Spec k[x, y, z]/(x(x − 1)), but the equation xz does not, because the subvariety cut
out by xz contains the component Spec k[x, y, z]/(x).
B.3. Algorithm for Orthogonal idempotents on a smooth variety. Suppose Y = SpecA is a
variety over a field k. Let Y1, . . . , Yd be the connected components of Y , and set Ai = O(Yi), so that
Y = ⊔iYi and A = A1 × · · ·Ad. The orthogonal idempotents of Y are the elements e1, . . . , ed ∈ A
such that the image of ei in A1× · · ·Ad is the ith standard basis vector (. . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . ), where the
ith entry is 1 and the other entries are zero [Har77, Exercise 2.19]. Note that Yi = SpecA[e
−1
i ].
If Y = SpecA is a smooth variety, we can explicitly compute the orthogonal idempotents of Y .
The following algorithm, based on [AM69, Proposition 1.10], computes the orthogonal idempotents
of a smooth affine variety.
Algorithm 9 smoothVarietyOrthogonalIdempotents
Input: f1, . . . , fr ∈ k[x1, . . . , xN ] such that SpecA is a smooth variety over k, where
A = k[x1, . . . , xN ]/(f1, . . . , fr).
Output: Polynomials e1, . . . , ed ∈ k[x1, . . . , xN ] such that the irreducible components of
SpecA are SpecA[e−11 ], . . . ,SpecA[e
−1
d ]
1: Let p1, . . . , pd ⊂ k[x1, . . . , xN ] be the associated primes of the ideal (f1, . . . , fr).
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2: Because SpecA is a smooth variety, the associated primes {pi}i are the minimal primes of A
and {SpecA/pi}i are the irreducible components of SpecA.
3: for 1 ≤ i ≤ d do
4: Initialization
5: ei = 1 ∈ k[x1, . . . , xN ]
6: for each 1 ≤ j ≤ d such that j 6= i do
7: Observe that the prime ideals pi and pj are coprime in A, that is, pi + pj = (1) ⊂ A,
because the closed subschemes SpecA/pi and SpecA/pj are disjoint. Since pi and pj , as
ideals of k[x1, . . . , xN ], contain (f1, . . . , fr), it follows that pi + pj = (1) ⊂ k[x1, . . . , xN ].
8: Thus we can find polynomials f, g ∈ k[x1, . . . , xN ] such that f ∈ pj , g ∈ pi, and f + g = 1
in k[x1, . . . , xN ]
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9: f is the identity in A/pi, while f is zero in SpecA/pj .
10: ei = ei · f ∈ k[x1, . . . , xN ]
11: ei is the identity in A/pi, while ei is zero in SpecA/pj for each j 6= i.
12: Thus SpecA[e−1i ] = SpecA/pi.
13: return e1, . . . , ed
31See Singular’s procedure slocus [GM20, D.6.15.12]. The procedure slocus computes the nonsmooth loci of
affine varieties. If the ground field k is perfect, singular loci and nonsmooth loci coincide.
32See Singular’s primary decomposition library [PDSL19]
33Use Singular’s procedure lift [DGPS19, 5.1.75] to compute the polynomials f and g.
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B.4. Example of orthogonal idempotents of smooth varieties. The orthogonal idempotents
of the disjoint union of the following three planes
Spec k[x,y,z](x(x+1)(x+2)) = Spec
k[x,y,z]
(x) ⊔ Spec
k[x,y,z]
(x+1) ⊔ Spec
k[x,y,z]
(x+2)
are the three polynomials 12 (x+ 1)(x+ 2),
1
2x(x+ 2),−x(x + 1).
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